Feeling
stretched?
There’s a better way.
Des-Case contamination control products help
keep your machines up and running – and help
you stretch your oil and maintenance dollars
without stretching you.
We’ve spent over 25 years engineering frontline solutions to combat contamination. Our
products are designed to be flexible, durable
and reliable … combining reliability best
practices with easy customization and quick
delivery for nearly every application.

(615) 672-8800
done@descase.com
www.descase.com

Keeping contamination under control.®
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2 NEW MUST READ BOOKS FOR
MAINTENANCE AND RELIABILITY
PROFESSIONALS
Available online at books.mro-zone.com

Turning maintenance
mountains into
maintenance molehills.

Learn the real value of
reliability - through an
insurance insider’s view.

Choose your reliability
destination with a Reliability
Roadmap Web Workshop
Reliabilityweb.com® and Uptime® Magazine know times are tough with travel and training budget
reductions, less personnel and being asked to produce more with less resources. Now you can stay
close to home and get information to help your company create a reliable operation.
The 2009 series of Reliability Roadmap Web Workshops includes sessions for executives, managers,
supervisors, and technical level inspectors with topics and leading subject matter experts and Authors.

Selecting the Right Manufacturing
Improvement Tools by Ron Moore,
Author of Selecting the Right Manufacturing
Improvement Tools

Root Cause Failure Analysis by Jack
Nicholas Jr., Coauthor and editor of Root Cause
Failure Analysis
This 12 part workshop series
provides an outline presentation of
fundamentals of root cause failure
analysis (RCFA) theory and practice.
Special guest presenters include
Neville Sachs, Mark Galley, Robert
Latino and more. Two motor failure
case studies are also included.

This 9 part workshop series provides
an excellent review of the most
popular improvement tools and
strategies - Lean Manufacturing,
Kaizen, including 5S, Kanban, Quick
Changeover, and Standardization,
Total Productive Maintenance, Six Sigma, Supply
Chain Management, Reliability Centered Maintenance,
Predictive Maintenance (or Condition Monitoring), and
Root Cause Analysis.

Reliability-Centered
Lubrication
by Mike Johnson, Independent
Machinery Lubrication Expert
This 12 part workshop series based on a
Society for Tribologists and Lubrication
Engineers (STLE) series of papers provides a
technically precise machine re-lubrication plan which is one of the more
important functions that plant management can provide to protect plant
productivity.

Infrared Thermography
Level 1 by Wayne Ruddock,
Independent Infrared Expert
This 23 part course follows the recommended
training requirements of ASNT for Level I
Thermal/Infrared Certification. The hands-on
workshops ensure that the participants should
have mastered the skills necessary to not only operate their infrared
system but to perform various inspections and report on their findings.

Electrical Reliability &
Arc Flash Web Workshops
led by Independent Experts
Please join us for a 10 part Reliability
Roadmap Web Workshop series designed
to enhance electrical safety. There is a fair
amount of confusion and misunderstanding
in terms of Arc Flash, NFPA 70E, CSA Z462 and other issues surrounding
electrical safety. This series brings together a series of leading experts
to provide a clear understanding of todayʼs standards and what
constitutes best practice.

These web workshops are not to be confused with typical webinars and are non-commercial educational learning events. Reliabilityweb.com® and Uptime® are
proud to be able to leverage our technology and deliver COST FREE – TRAVEL FREE workshops from the convenience of your desktop. Train alone or in groups.

Please join us for a series
of FREE educational
web workshops produced
by Reliabilityweb.com® and Uptime®
Magazine. As maintenance training and travel
budgets shrink, this would be a great time to buy
your team lunch and participate as a group!

Cost:
FREE
Where: Your PC or MAC
When: Throughout 2009 - Check the schedule online at
www.reliabilityweb.com
How:
You can connect using our FREE VoIP audio system (requires
headphones or speakers) or you can dial in using a standard telephone.
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It is not the strongest of the species that survive, not the most
intelligent, but the one most responsive to change.

Terrence O’Hanlon

Charles Darwin
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PUBLISHER

Jeffrey C Shuler

These are turbulent times. While the economic outlook remains unstable
now, one thing is certain... there will be a recovery. It’s not a question of if,
but a matter of when. Yes, we are living in a volatile economic environment,
which only magnifies the need for patience, perseverance and a plan for the
future.
In this issue, we decided to bring you a few articles that focus on finding
opportunities in the economic slowdown. When sales are high and
production is up, there is little time to tweak processes, implement culture
change, and perhaps, little inclination to revisit or revamp long term strategy.
But, as you will find in the pages that follow, it’s possible to turn slower
economic times into a competitive advantage. Many adaptable companies are
using this time to reassess long term strategies, strengthen work processes,
streamline storerooms and train employees. These proactive companies will
be positioned to prosper when the economy rebounds.
Implementing technology to better manage resources, both economic and
natural, is another way to strengthen your company’s outlook. I love it when
a product comes along that creates a win-win situation for both corporate
and environmental health. With this in mind, I’d like to bring your attention
to the article on page 22, which is about a product that can extend the mean
time between failure of your pumps and save millions of gallons of water
doing it.
I also want to congratulate not only the Uptime Magazine PdM Program of
the Year award winners (see facing page), but all the impressive programs
that entered. This year the competition was fierce, and there were many
very strong programs that didn’t win. The companies that did win are truly
deserving, and we look forward to highlighting these fine PdM programs in
future issues.
I hope you enjoy this issue. As always, thank you for reading. We appreciate
your support, and hope you find value within these pages, the digital issue
and on our website. If you have any questions, comments or suggestions that
will make Uptime more useful to you, please let us know.
All the best,

Jeff Shuler
Editor In Chief
jshuler@uptimemagazine.com
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Looking
by Ricky Smith, CMRP

M

ost companies have reduced costs during these tough
economic times in order to survive – shutting down equipment, laying off or furloughing staff, extending time between rebuilds and preventive maintenance – without thinking about
the preparation they should be taking in order to take advantage of
the economic turnaround. There will be winners and losers once the
world economy turns around. Companies that are prepared will win
by shutting down their competition and demonstrating even higher
profits than before the economic downturn. This can be accomplished
by focusing on “optimizing asset integrity at optimal cost”.

Do you Want to be a Leader or a Laggard
When the Economy Turns Around?
Many industries have advanced maintenance and reliability in their
operation and have taken great strides toward managing asset integrity. By applying known maintenance and reliability best practices,
they have been able to optimize asset integrity, reduce total cost and,
at the same time, reducing overall risk. But, most organizations are
still trapped in the old way of thinking, and do not follow the true
definition of asset integrity. One good way to know where your
organization stands is to answer these questions:

to identify their critical equipment, they will likely select
different pieces of equipment. Often we are told, “all
of our equipment is critical!” Selections are based on
individual opinions, lacking consensus or even basis in functional relevance to achieving business
goals. The potential for equipment failure having significant safety, environmental or economic consequences may be overlooked.
A consistent definition for equipment
criticality needs to be adopted. The
definition used in the context of
this article is:
“Critical equipment is that
equipment whose failure
has the highest potential impact on the
business goals of
the company”

1. Have your assets been ranked based on criticality?
The definition of critical equipment may vary from organization to
organization. In fact, if it is not formalized, there may be several interpretations of equipment criticality within a single organization.
The assumptions used to assess what equipment is critical are not
technically based. As a result, when different individuals are asked
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What To Do After
an Economic Crisis

Each asset is ranked based on environmental impact, customer
impact, cost, and more. Remember 20% of your assets utilize 80% of your resources. Criticality ranking is influenced
by all key function leaders in an organization and their
decision impacts which equipment to focus on with
a strong maintenance strategy, equipment replacement strategy, PM/PdM compliance and planned
and scheduled maintenance work.

2. Can you measure Mean Time
Between Failure (MTBF) of
your critical assets?
This is a simple metric of measuring
emergency or urgent work orders
divided into time. If your maintenance department cannot
provide this information in
a matter of minutes for
the total operation or a

www.uptimemagazine.com

critical asset then there are two problems:
A) The maintenance software is not being used to its fullest
potential, even though you may have spent millions to install
and maintain it
B) The maintenance department has not been educated in basic
maintenance management principles

3. Do you have 100% PM compliance and continue to have
equipment breakdown?
It’s not too hard to figure this one out. Take a sample of your current
PM inspection sheets and if they do not prevent a failure mode, detect
the presence of a failure mode or aren’t regulatory in nature then you
have a problem.

4. Are your total maintenance costs going down or
are they flat?
If your maintenance costs continue to go up and you are adding staff
or contractors, you are in what’s known as reactive maintenance
mode. Education of and implementation of best practices is the solution. Having knowledge of common best practices will likely increase
the frequency your maintenance staff and senior leadership chooses
to apply in a given scenario. The maintenance process is like a puzzle;
if you want to see the whole picture, then all elements must be in
place and applied at the right time.
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In this article, we will discuss what are known
as best practices in Asset Integrity and how
they are applied to prepare an organization for
the economic turn around.
Let’s look at Shell’s Asset Integrity and Risk
Management Statement:
Asset integrity and process safety standards.
We are committed to preventing incidents that
put our people, neighbors, the environment
and our facilities at risk. Asset integrity and
process safety means making sure our facilities
are well designed, safely operated and properly
maintained.

Webster’s Dictionary contains the following
definitions: Asset: anything of value that a corporation owns; and Integrity: firm adherence
to a code. So, it follows that
the definition of Asset Integrity is: anything of value that a
corporation owns that is held
Market
in firm adherence to a code.
Price
The Codes can be defined as
ISO, ASQ, etc. The question is
to what level of adherence is
your company meeting these
codes? Of course, you can
say we satisfy environmental
or safety codes by meeting
PM compliance every month.
However, is this the intent
of a true PM Program? A
preventive maintenance program is to prevent or predict
a specific failure mode. All PM
compliance tells us is that the
PM is completed within some
schedule, but it does not tell
us if the PM is effective or not.
If something is of value then
a corporation should want
to ensure it is well protected
from failure, especially if the
failure results in unacceptable
costs.
Let’s look at how this entire
Asset Integrity process works.
Asset Integrity impacts safety,
cost, and service to the customer. It also impacts your
competition. If we look at the
Market Survivor Model in Figure 1, it tells us a lot.
Any company will own a certain portion of market share.
The market price drives profits and your future. With com-
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pany “A” their market share is high, costs are
low, and Asset Integrity is high, thus, they are
prepared for economic turn around. Company
“B” has a large part of market share, however,
their cost is higher than Company “A” and this
puts them at some risk. Their Asset Integrity is
not optimized and thus their cost, along with
risk, is higher. Company “C” has the smallest market share and the largest cost. A good
example of a Company “C” would be Alcatel
Telecommunications in 1999. The fiber optic
cable business was growing at a rapid rate. By
assessing the current level of their Asset Integrity program, we found key areas of improvement and closed the gap quickly. They went
from being a “C” Company to an “A” Company
within 6 months with a Return on Investment
(ROI) of 8:1. This involved the application of

known best practices in maintenance and reliability. Best practices are measurable and do
impact the customer’s need in quality, delivery
and price as seen in Figure 2.
Some of the Known Best Practices are:
Using the right metrics or Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) to manage asset health effectively and efficiently – such as:
1. Mean Time Between Failures: Most companies don’t measure Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF), even though it’s the most basic
measurement that quantifies reliability. MTBF
is the average time an asset functions before it
fails. MTBF should be used for:
• Overall Operation
• Area
• Asset Type
So, why don’t they measure
MTBF? We will discuss those
reasons a little later.
2. Percentage of assets with
No Identifiable Defects – This
means you can Identify a component defect early enough in
the failure cycle where work
can be planned and scheduled
effectively and without interrupting operations or customers

Unit Cost =
Cost
Capacity

Source: The RM Group, Inc., Knoxville, TN

Figure 1 - Market Survivor Model
MANAGING PERFORMANCE TO MEET CUSTOMER NEEDS

Customer Needs
Quality, Delivery, Price
Production Key Performance Indicators
Safety, Environmental, Quality, Availability, Efficiency, Cost

Equipment Condition

Operator Practices

Construction Practices,
Design Practices

Maintenance Practices

KPI FLOW CHART

Figure 2 - KPI Flow Chart

In this case everyone must
understand the P-F Curve and
how it impacts asset reliability (Figure 3).
“P” on the P-F Curve is the
point at which failure begins
on a specific component
which will lead to catastrophic failure of an asset. Once a
failure begins, we call this a
defect and the severity of the
defect and criticality of the
asset determines how quickly
we respond to the problem.
If the defect severity is low
and asset criticality is low,
then there is no panic.
Tracking the percent of assets
with “NO Identifiable Defect”
is key to knowing the current
health of your assets. When
the percentage of Assets with
No Identifiable Defect is over
80%, there is no longer a need
oct/nov 2009

Asset Health Summary

From Jun 2006 to Jun 2007

Asset Count

1,400

Jun 07

May 06

Apr 06

Mar 06

Feb 06

Jan 07

Dec 06

Nov 06

Oct 06

Sep 06

Aug 06

Jul 06

Jun 06

0

Month
% of Assets with No Identifiable Defects

Figure 4 - Summary of Assets with No Identifiable Defects

72 hours. Figure 4
is an example of this
metric.
Figure 3 - The P-F Curve

to track Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) because we are now in a proactive, not reactive
mode.
An asset that has an identifiable defect is said
to be in a condition RED. An asset that does
not have an identifiable defect is said to be in
condition GREEN. That is it. It is that simple!
There are no other “but’s”, “what if’s” or “if
then’s”. Yellow is an unknown and must be
determined to be either Green or Red within

www.uptimemagazine.com

Applying the right
maintenance strategy
at the right time – When an organization is
focused on preventing and predicting failure
modes, they can “Optimize Asset Integrity at
an Optimal Cost” along with managing associated risks. My question to you is…
“Do you know the failure modes of your
critical assets, and if so, are you applying the
right maintenance strategy at the right time?”
An example of a failure mode would be pump

bearing failure which could have been caused
by poor alignment practices. If an inspection
checklist for alignment had been followed,
the problem would have been found. A failure modes analysis would identify Vibration
Analysis as the most cost effective maintenance
strategy for detecting alignment problems. Vibration Analysis will indicate if the shafts are in
alignment, if a bolt is loose on the motor, if the
pump has bearing stress, etc.
Failure of critical assets is unacceptable, as is
spending too much money on reliability. The
focus should be on applying the maintenance
strategy, which predicts or prevents a failure
mode in the most cost effective manner.
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Identifying the Most Dominant Failure Pattern
in your Operation – Many organizations today
are focusing their resources on the most dominant failure pattern in their operation instead
of reacting to problems. Identifying the most
dominant failure pattern allows a company to
focus on the common thread which has the
largest impact on Asset Integrity. The US Navy
conducted a study of their assets and found
the most dominant failure pattern was infant
mortality and considered the findings to be
unacceptable. They put forth an effort to reduce infant mortality of their assets. Focusing
on the dominant failure pattern allowed them
to identify commonalities between different

Bathtub

types of assets. They were successful in doing
so as the percentage of Infant Failures dropped
from 69% to 6%, which had a significant impact
on their overall Asset Integrity.
The failure patterns shown in Figure 5 were
conducted back in the 1960s by United Airlines.
These failure patterns have been found to be
the same across different industry verticals.

Number 1: Lack of effective preventive, corrective and lubrication work
procedures.

Initial Break -in period
Pattern D = 7%

Random
Pattern E = 14%

Pattern B = 2%

T im e

T im e

Fatigue
Pattern C = 5%

Number 2: Employees fail
to follow the steps for a
given procedure because
either they do not agree
with them or there is a
lack of leadership followup.

Infant Mortality
Pattern F = 68%

Age Related = 11%

Number 4: Not removing the relief plug on
large motors to relieve oil grease to purge out
of the motor. Walk out to a 30-100 HP motor
and look for a plug under the motor bearing
and see if the plug has ever been removed. My
guess is that is hasn’t.

Causes of Infant Mortality has been found to
be the same in most industries. Here are a few
examples of Infant Mortality:

Pattern A = 4%

Wear Out

end of lube fittings on the motors or the lube
guns.

Random = 89%

Figure 5 - Failure Patterns – Which is your most dominant one?

Number 3: No contamination control – personnel
apply grease into perfectly
good bearings with contaminated grease on the

Figure 6 - Motor that was Over-Lubricated

Number 5: Welding on equipment without attaching the ground lead within 6” of the weld.
Most construction and maintenance personnel
attach the ground for welding as close to the
welding machine as possible, thus allowing
current to flow to the path of least resistance
(aluminum conduit, etc.). We do not want arcing between bearings, motor stators, electrical
circuits, etc.

$SODFHZKHUHZHF
DQ
DOOVKDUHNQRZOHGJH
DQGFKDWZLWKSHHUV

-RLQ) 5((#
ZZZPDLQWHQDQ FHRUJ
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Investment (ROI).

Figure 7 - The I-P Curve and the Value of
Precision Maintenance

If the welding lead and ground lead on your
(or your contractor’s) welding machine is not
the same length, then it will cause either infant
mortality or random failures.
This list could go on and on. Just remember
that if you could reduce the occurrence of this
failure pattern by 50%, you will make a large
impact on both asset reliability and cost.
The ultimate goal is to extend the life of the
equipment without seeing “P” on the P-F Curve.
You can accomplish this by applying Precision
Maintenance, which includes training craft personnel, effective work procedures, etc. Look at
the I-P Curve in Figure 7, and decide on which
curve your maintenance staff is currently working. This is exactly what the US Navy did, and
their results speak for themselves.
I am sure that some people will say, “we do not
have infant mortality”. Well, I hope that after
reading this article, you actually investigate for
yourself. If you would like a longer list, send
me an e-mail and tell me which industry you
are in, and I will share industry specific issues
which cause infant mortality. The
long I-P will never be obtained as long
as the focus is not on the reduction
of infant mortality by everyone from
Project Engineering to Operators.

Doug Plucknette, a noted
RCM expert and author states
in his book Reliability Centered Maintenance using RCM
Blitz, “The key to RCM was
abandoning the philosophy of
“preserve-equipment” in favor
of “preserve-function”. Simply put, equipment became
the means to an end, not the
end in itself.” Doug has performed RCM on thousands
of assets world wide and is
noted among the best in the
business.

Past studies have concluded that a maintenance
policy based on operating age would have little, if any, impact on failure rates. Thus, applying time-based maintenance on equipment
which has no “wear-out” pattern is futile. This
conclusion forced a change in philosophy from,
“It wasn’t broken, but we fixed it anyway” to “If
it isn’t broken, don’t fix it”. These studies also
concluded that:
1. Time-based maintenance works only for
a small percentage of components, and
then only when there is solid information
on their “wear-out” characteristics.
2. Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) is the
preferred option. That means monitoring,
observing and taking non-intrusive actions,
such as lubricating and cleaning, until a
condition signals that corrective action is
necessary. This means striking the balance
between PM and Condition Monitoring
(CBM) / Predictive Maintenance (PdM).
We know it to be a fact that the cost to repair
increases the longer we wait to correct a known

defect, and that the time in the x-axis on the PF Curve is an unknown. We can’t determine
how long that interval is, nor can we tell when
something is going to fail.
If you hear people say, “I think it will last a little
longer,” when a defect has been identified using one of the Condition Monitoring technologies (IR, UE, Vibe etc.), then you are taking a
great risk if you leave that equipment in service. You should be using asset criticality and
defect severity to determine when to make the
repair. Have you ever seen a large pump fail
after the bearing defect has been identified 6
months earlier? It is all about risk and the consequence of that risk.
3. Run-to-failure is a viable tactic in situations
where there is little economic and no
safety or environmental impact.
4. In a significant number of situations, the
very act of maintenance itself causes subsequent failure of the equipment. This
should be more clearly defined. This
suggests that even if we do maintenance
correctly, we still cause problems.
5. Non-intrusive maintenance tasks should
be used instead of intrusive maintenance
whenever possible. In other words, don’t
do any maintenance, except monitoring
and non-intrusive sustaining actions, until
condition directs intrusive corrective action.
A simple example is v-belt tension. The PM
states “Check tension of Belt”. The equipment
is stopped, the belt checked and found to be
“loose”, so the mechanic tensions the belt using
his hand as the tension gauge. It is highly probable he has over tensioned the belt because if
he under-tensioned it you would hear the belt
squeal when it returns to full speed and load.
Over-tensioning of the belt will cause bearing
failure. Why not use Infrared Inspection and look for belt slippage while
the equipment is running (Figure 9)?

What a Successful Asset Integrity
Manager Does
A successful Asset Integrity Manager
focuses on providing reliability to an
operation at the rate which its customers demand. However, we know
this is not easy. Many organizations
have spent millions of dollars performing Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) on their assets with what
seems like very little Return on the
www.uptimemagazine.com

You must move from being a PM
Centric organization to a truly PdM
Centric organization if you ever want
to obtain “Optimal Asset Integrity at
Optimal Cost”. PdM is the most nonintrusive and precise method for conducting inspections while the machine
is running under full load.
In his book, Plant Engineer’s Handbook, Keith Mobley links the following benefits to PdM:

Figure 8 - Time in x-axis of P-F Curve is an unknown.

• Maintenance costs - down by 50%
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Figure 9 - V-Belt Slipping Identified with
Infrared Technology

•
•
•
•

Unexpected failures - reduced by 55%
Repair and overhaul time - down by 60%
Spare parts inventory - reduced by 30%
30% increase in machinery Mean Time
Between Failures (MTBF)
• 30% increase in uptime
Now these numbers may seem high. But even
if you take only a fraction of these benefits the
financial impact of an effective PdM program
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Despite what you may
have heard, the foundation of a successful, comprehensive
inspection program
is simple: a detailed
equipment list.

Mechanical
Equipment
Type Vs.
Technology
Application(s)

Vibration

at most organizations
can easily reach into
millions of dollars.

X
X

X

X

X

Why? Because your
Figure 10 - Recommended Technologies for Equipment Type
equipment list is the
foundation for all of
So if your list is incomplete or incorrect, evthe key steps that follow. For example, a good erything that’s built from it will be flawed. Any
list is essential for:
shortcuts or inaccuracies will be exposed as big
problems later.
• Identifying how your equipment can fail
(identifying failure modes)
Figure 10 illustrates a sample of recommended
• Choosing the right PdM technologies to
technologies by equipment type for a specified
apply to the asset
environment.
• Determining the ideal amount of PdM
In the last 40 years, no better method than RCM
coverage for your operation
has been found for determining what mainte• Ranking the criticality of each piece
nance should be performed to increase asset
of equipment
integrity. Four statistically significant studies
• Building databases for each PdM technology
have confirmed the validity of RCM.
• Determining PdM staffing levels
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In a survey conducted by Reliabilityweb.com in
2005, many companies offered the following
excuses for the failure of their Reliability Centered Maintenance Implementations.
“Organizations want results right away, not
in 6 months or a year. The classical RCM
process is too time and resource intense.”
“RCM is a great tool but very resource
intensive.”
“100% reliability is extremely expensive, difficult to attain, and not necessarily the right
answer.”
“RCM is misunderstood to be software.”
“In the beginning, it was hard. And, it is
still a challenge to steer the mind-set
toward more condition-based
maintenance than time-based.”
“We always ran into the problem with
implementation. In the few places where
we implemented it successfully, it was at the
maintenance level. And recognition for it
was non-existent.”
“The system is very strong but too high level“

In the simplest terms, RCM is a decision-making process which calls for answers to questions such as:
-

What is this system supposed to do?
How can it fail to do that?
What causes it to fail?
What happens when it does fail?
Can we predict or prevent that from
happening?

Getting the Tools in place - Funding,
Staffing, Practices, and Reporting
Step 1 – Do not accept excuses for why you
cannot transition an organization to the optimal maintenance model. Steven Covey once
stated the following: “Your sphere of influence is very small, your area of concern is very
large, focus on your sphere of influence and
not on your area of concern and you will find
your sphere of influence will grow.”
When an organization transitions from their
current maintenance model to a more proactive one, you will find staffing is not a problem,
costs are lower, and emergencies become a

rare occurrence, however, you must take it one
step at a time and follow the industry proven
best practices. There are no excuses for following the wrong path.
Step 2 – Develop a business case for the reliability improvement process. Identify costs
and Return on Investment based on known
data. Involve senior leadership and the financial team in the business case development.
You must have everyone sold on this idea of
change or it will never happen. Too many organizations have had many false starts. You
should never start a journey without everyone
knowing success is the only option.
Step 3 – Develop a master plan that focuses
on results and moving an organization to having a balanced PM and PdM program using the
Proactive Work Flow Model (Figure 11). In
this plan you want financial targets and metrics to ensure you are receiving the benefits
expected. You want short term results with
long term gains. Note the Work Flow includes
Management of Change (MOC) procedures to
ensure consistency of processes and data. In
addition, a process for a Failure Report Analy-

The truth is, there are many pitfalls in RCM.
But few get revealed when an RCM project
fails. You see, nobody wants to write an article or present a paper at a conference that
reveals how money was wasted or about great
visions that were never realized.
In order to ensure RCM works in an organization, you must focus on the systems that will
give you the best Return on Investment (ROI).
Simply put, RCM is a slam dunk when it
comes to ROI for critical assets. Begin your
RCM effort by identifying the top 10% of your
most critical assets. Once this list has been
identified, you should now begin to measure
Reliability on these assets; performing RCM
analysis on those critical assets that have
equipment-based operational, speed and
throughput losses and thus reducing total
cost of maintaining these assets by reducing
contractors, overtime, maintenance parts, and
fines. If you have selected a critical asset, your
implemented RCM maintenance strategy will
show measurable improvements with added
improvements in Health, Safety and Environmental performance as well.
As a general rule, the success of your first
RCM analysis will build the business case to
complete RCM analysis on the remainder of
your critical assets.
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Asset Catalog

ProActive Work Flow Model

Asset Criticality Analysis
Predictive & Preventative Work
80% of Total Work

Failure Modes Analysis
Equipment Maintenance
Plan (EMP)

Proactive Work Flow

Asset Health Assurance

different plants vary in size and value. Here is
what we know:

PdM/PM Inspections

M.O.C. Procedures
Requested Work
20% of Total Work

C.A.S. LOOP
F.R.A.

Equipment Reliability
Improvements

Results of PdM/PM

Planning

M.O.C. Procedures

Scheduling

LAN LOOP
BP
JO

Daily Coordination
Failures Breakdowns

M.O.C. Procedures

Job Plan
Improvements

Work Performed

Figure 11 - ProActive Work Flow Model

sis and Corrective Active System (FRACAS) is
identified for ensuring failure data is analyzed
and used for decision making. This means implementing known best practices at the right
time and not trying “new ideas” which are not
proven.

benchmarks in the chemical processing industry.
Benchmarking can be deceiving, but it is a
great way to know where you stand in relation
to other companies. The metric is the amount
of money spent annually maintaining assets,
divided by the Replacement Asset Value (RAV)
of the assets being maintained, expressed as a
percentage. This metric allows one to compare
the expenditures for maintenance with other
plants of varying size and value, as well as to
benchmarks. The RAV as the denominator is
used to normalize the measurement given that

Step 4 – Ensure you have identified Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and financial targets.
Make sure you have leading KPIs and lagging
KPIs developed which equal the expected financial Return on Investment (ROI). These
metrics and financial targets must be aligned
with the process changes being made. In financial targets we want “hard
dollar” savings and not “soft
Chemical Processing Industry Benchmarking Results
dollars”. Here is an example
Average Return on Investment 16:1
of what I mean: While working
at the Pentagon with the US
Technology Credit for Return
Maintenance Strategies by %
Army I was in a meeting and
Vibration
35%
Proactive Strategy
9%
a Lean Six Sigma Director was
Infrared
9%
Predictive Strategy
55%
reporting to his General officer
Electrical
1%
Preventative Strategy
29%
(3 star General) and he stated
Oil Analysis
13%
Run to Failure Strategy
7%
they he had exceeded their
Ultrasonic Leak Detection
5%
Other Benchmark Data
expected goal of $70 Million
Traditional NDT
41%
Maintenance Staff as % of
19%
Dollar savings and the General
total site
Savings Result of
looked at his comptroller and
Maintenance as % of Plant
3.3%
Increased Uptime
33%
Investment Production
ask if he had seen the savings
Increased
Production
2%
Plant Investment per
$6.1
and, if so, he wanted to use
Mechanic
Million
Avoided Costs
6%
this money for a critical projContractor Costs as % of
Reduced Parts
23%
27%
ect. The comptroller stated he
Total Maint Cost
Reduced Labor Costs
16%
had not seen any monetary savMaint Dollars as % of Sales
5.4%
Dollars
ings. Needless to say, the GenScrap Reduction
2%
Uptime
95%
eral was not too happy about
Other
18%
this situation. Remember only
This data is information on maintenance savngs that the top quartile
performers realized.
“hard dollar”, verifiable savings
can reported.
Figure 12 - Chemical Processing Industry
Figure 12 shows some known
Benchmarking Results
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• Companies who are leaders have an RAV
of less than 3.5% for Maintenance
• Companies who are in a reactive state
have an RAV between 3.6-14%
Where does your organization you stack up?
The definition has been defined by the Society
for Maintenance and Reliability Professionals
(SMRP) after years of research. Here is SMRP’s
definition:
Guidelines provide additional information or
further clarification on component terms used
in SMRP Best Practice Metrics. This guideline is
for Replacement Asset Value (RAV).
A. Definition: The Replacement Asset Value
(RAV) is defined as the cost that would be incurred, in today’s dollars, to replace the facility
and equipment in its current configuration. It
is intended to represent the realistic value to
replace the existing assets at new value.
B. Purpose: RAV is used as the denominator
in a number of calculations to normalize cost
performance of facilities of various sizes within
a given industry. These calculations are used
to determine the performance of the maintenance and reliability function relative to other
facilities within its industry.
C. Inclusions:
• Building envelope
• All physical assets (equipment) that must
be maintained on an ongoing basis
• The value of improvements to grounds
(provided these must be maintained on
an ongoing basis)
• Capitalized engineering costs
D. Exclusions:
• Value of land on which the facility is
situated
• The value of working capital:
– Raw material inventory
– Work-in-process inventory
– Finished goods inventory
– Spare parts inventory
• Capitalized interest
• Pre-operational expense
• Investments included in construction
of the facility that are not part of the
facility assets
• Mine development
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Replacement Asset Value Formula:
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Annual Maintenance Cost per RAV (%) =
Annual Maintenance Cost ($) X 100
Replacement Asset Value ($)

Look at this example of the cost a company incurs by not following
codes and standards identified to optimize Asset Integrity.
Type of Company

Maint Cost/RAV

Cost

Typical company in a reactive state

9%

$45,000,000

Maintenance Cost Leaders following Best Practices

3%

$15,000,000

Difference (losses)

6%

$30,000,000

This is not including increase equipment performance and output
which can be 2-10 times these losses.
Step 5 – Educate everyone from top leadership to operators on your
plan and what your organization’s future state looks like. You want
operations to understand they own reliability integrity as an equal
partner with maintenance and of course engineering. This is a three
legged stool which will fall if not supported properly.
Step 6 – Execute the plan and always meet targets and goals set by
the plan. Ensure everyone sees the KPIs and financial targets which
were established, and thus always knows the “score in the game”.
In summary, organizations can be successful if they apply best practices at the right time and tie all changes to “hard savings”. Remember, the ultimate goal is “optimal asset integrity at optimal cost” by
following best practices.
Ricky has been involved with maintenance for over 30 years as a maintenance manager, maintenance supervisor, maintenance engineer,
maintenance training specialist, maintenance consultant and is a well
known published author. Today he is a Principal Advisor at GPAllied,
LLC. Ricky has worked with maintenance organizations in hundreds
of facilities, industrial plants, etc, world wide in developing reliability,
maintenance and technical training strategies. He has worked for Exxon Company USA, Alumax (this plant was rated the best in the world for
over 18 years), Kendall Company, and Hercules Chemical providing the
foundation for his reliability and maintenance experience. Ricky Smith
is Vice Chairman of the Oil, Gas, and Petrochemical SIG for the Society
of Maintenance and Reliability Professionals (SMRP), is the Reliability
Engineering Discipline Manager for PetroSkills and is well known as
a Reliability Advocate in Asset Reliability and Process Integrity in the
Middle East and around the world. Ricky is the co-author of “Rules
of Thumb for Maintenance and Reliability Engineers”, “Lean Maintenance” and “Industrial Repair, Best Maintenance Repair Practices” and
“Planning and Scheduling Made Simple”. Ricky holds certification as
Certified Maintenance and Reliability Professional (CMRP) from the Society for Maintenance and Reliability Professionals (SMRP) as well as a
Certified Plant Maintenance Manager (CPMM) from the Association of
Facilities Engineering (AFE) and is also a Six Sigma Black Belt. Ricky
lives in Charleston, SC with his wife. Aside form spending time with his
3 children and 3 grandchildren, Ricky enjoys kayaking, fishing, hiking
and archaeology. He can be reached at rsmith@gpallied.com
www.uptimemagazine.com
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Control Your CMMS to Cut Costs
Optimizing Planning and Scheduling
by Dave Koelzer

F

or asset-intensive operations, maximizing the use of maintenance dollars is critical. Put simply,
planned and scheduled maintenance costs less than unscheduled and reactive maintenance. How
much does it cost your organization for unplanned, reactive work? How much for emergency work?
We’ll explore how a small reduction in unplanned and emergency work can lead to significant cost
reductions and improvement in real-world resource availability and productivity.

A common challenge experienced throughout asset-intensive industries is figuring out how to drive
efficient work execution management practices in
order to push valuable data back across the enterprise so that more informed decisions can be made
at the executive level.
A reduction of reactive maintenance is achieved
through the implementation of a single point of entry for the Scheduler/Supervisor, which gives control
of the work execution back to the Supervisor. A reduction in the time that the Supervisor takes to manage the work execution results in better maintenance
and production planning. When an organization can
get to a single version of the truth, the information
becomes a business driver and a leading indicator
of the overall health of the enterprise. So, the ideal
scenario is to get to a single process. Gray areas lead
to poor data, and poor data leads to uninformed or
under-informed management decisions.
Increasing spares utilization reduces the demand
purchasing and allows the configured EAM/ERP
system to utilize the data provided, delivering that
data up the chain to executive decision makers. The
utilization of standard purchasing processes and
inventory can reduce the operating expense, not only
in regard to the reduction in inventory valuation, but
there can also be considerable savings realized by
reducing the amount of materials and repair parts
that have to be expedited.
On the shop floor, when the process is streamlined,
there is less time and energy wasted looking for the
right part the first time, and thus there is less confusion around who is doing what and when. Imagine
the crew productivity that is possible if your technicians could go straight to the job and straight to
work, rather than spend the first hour or two searching for a plan of action.

For the maintenance and operations professional,
the issue isn’t what they want to do. They know that
the work ahead of them comes in many different
forms—RCM, PDM, PM, Corrective, operator requests— the list goes on and on. Today’s managers
and supervisors need help with the amount of data
that they have to sift through. From the maintenance manager to the technician, they need to be
able to acquire skills through easy to use tools and
easy to navigate processes. The process improvement initiative has to attainable. We see over and
over that there is a desire to improve... but these
people are being left hanging, trying to implement.
Today’s Managers are cut from one of several cloths
— odds are that they are one of the following:
1. An engineer — in which case management
assumes that since they have an engineering
background, that they must be qualified to
manage a department.
2. They may have an operations background — and
since they know what is required to run the plant
or the operation they’re assumed be able to
manage a maintenance department.
3. They’re the guy who’s moved up from the hourly
workforce to a supervisory role — because in
management’s view, they’re technically very
competent so they must be qualified to manage
a maintenance department.
Many surveys exist that indicate a surprisingly low
number of managers using any type of advanced
planning, scheduling, and project management software. There is also a very low percentage of
managers and front line supervisors that are using
even basic desktop software on a regular, repeatable
basis. When they do use their desktop software, it is
usually reserved for the ‘big job’ and it’s not inte-
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grated with their backend EAM/ERP. There
are significant numbers of the same groups
that are using a simple spreadsheet into
which they have to manually load the work
orders to manipulate the work and somehow get a “schedule” of the day’s events.
Following these outdated practices usually
means that the ability to measure resource
productivity and effectiveness goes out
the window. If they are manipulating any
of the data in the spreadsheet, it almost
never gets back to the EAM/ERP.
So, right away we have gray areas and the
‘one version of truth’ is out the window,
along with the crew productivity. If you’re
not getting all of your work order data
back into your EAM/ERP, the data quality
is diminished and suspect as being flawed
to the point that you can’t use it to make
management decisions. In other words,
you can’t use your own data to make your
day-to-day decisions.
Due to the ‘fire fighting’ nature of the
business, there are cultural paradigms that
need to be overcome in most maintenance
organizations. When a Technician moves
up through the ranks into the role of
Supervisor or Foreman, then on to some
other role on the management team, that
person usually brings with them the desire
to be the Hero and put out the fire of the
day. Many organizations struggle with
changing the culture from being reactive
(the ‘hero culture’ – saving something
everyday) to having a standard, repeatable process for planning, scheduling and
execution that embodies foresight. To
this end, the organization has to not only
want to move forward with their process
and continuous improvement initiatives,
but they also have to provide a framework
(aided by technology) to institutionalize
the desired improvement initiative. The
people on the plant floor need some support, and, ultimately, more than a recommendation that they ‘do more with what
they have’ and/or a directive to change
their work habits.

Five Steps to Adding Value
Take back your process. Don’t let the ERP/
EAM/CMMS consultants tell you how to run
your business.

www.uptimemagazine.com

Drive more value out of your existing
EAM/ERP/CMMS systems by concentrating
on the following five objectives.

such, the value of returning that asset to
service can be calculated. That number can
provide helpful insight to your operation.

1. Improving Planning Performance

5. Optimizing Return of Assets to
Support the Mission of Your
Organization

Most EAM/ERP systems provide comprehensive planning and scheduling capabilities. It is generally accepted that proactive
(i.e. planned), maintenance costs roughly
50% of reactive maintenance. Our experience is that companies tend to overestimate the level of planned maintenance
they actually perform. These organizations
are also generally not able to accurately
report some of the key performance indicators that measure maintenance planning.
Given that maintenance can comprise 30%
to 50% of the total expenses in an asset
intensive industry, improving the amount
of planned maintenance can quickly result
in significant ROI.

2. Reducing Training Time
Many companies do annual refresher training to try to improve the data quality and
user abilities within the EAM systems that
they utilize. By reducing the amount of
time an MMP (Maintenance Performing Persons), Planner, Supervisor, or Technician
spends in training, you can improve your
labor efficiency and increase ROI.

3. Reducing Computer Screen Time
for Maintenance Personnel
Time wasted navigating through multiple
screens and multitudes of fields can lead to
hours of inefficient time sitting in front of
a computer. Look at how to calculate what
it really costs you to get the information
that you need into your systems, and the
value of reducing that infamous screentime.

4. Optimizing (Reducing) the Time
to Return Assets to Production
There is a widely held consensus that the
primary goal of every maintenance department is to keep its assets running at
optimum capacity, and when they’re down,
returning them to the operation or production groups as soon as possible. While the
value of the collective assets varies, there
is a value for each individual asset, and as

Is the lack of reliability or predictability
in your planning and scheduling systems /
processes affecting your ability to accomplish your mission? It may not be possible
to put a dollar figure on improved reliability or improved performance within your
Planning and Scheduling departments, but
you can calculate how returning assets to
service faster can affect your mission. By
increasing the utilization of your existing
workforce and systems you’ll maximize
resources, increase uptime, and support
your mission through better reliability and
availability.
As President of Dimension Technology Solutions (DTS), Dave Koelzer is responsible for
day to day operations, new product development and customer and partner services
and engagements. Prior to joining DTS,
Dave held a wide variety positions in gold,
copper, and coal mining as well as the transportation industries. He started his career
as a maintenance apprentice in the gold
fields of Nevada for Newmont Gold (formerly Carlin Gold) where he was promoted from
Mechanic-Welder to Maintenance Supervisor, Maintenance Planner, Maintenance
Manager and finally as IT Project Manager.
He also held a position as the GEM Coordinator-Manager in a process reengineering
initiative to redesign all maintenance and
operations process and technologies for the
mineral and coal divisions. Koelzer held the
position of Maintenance/Operations General
Coordinator-Manager at the Belle Ayr Mine,
and finally corporate IT Manager for the
entire company with responsibilities for all
corporate applications and networks.
Koelzer has designed, implemented, and
managed a wide spectrum of IT applications
including eMESA™ , MIMS/Ellipse, Lawson,
Cybershift, SAP, Coal and Mineral Production Systems as well managing numerous IT
initiatives for both surface and underground
mining in the Financial, Sales-Transportation, Materials, Operations-Production, and
Maintenance areas.
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Tap Into Infrared
Successful Programs Can Be Outsourced or Run In-House
by Jeffrey L. Gadd

I

nfrared thermography is emphatically embraced by those who have realized the benefits. Equally,
infrared is dismissed by those who aren’t quite sure what it is or whether it has value. “I’ve been here
twenty years and we never needed infrared” are words on the lips of more than one old salt. Well,
things change, and this is an exciting time for those of us who are involved in the IR technology. When
evaluating this technology for your operation there are two methods to consider, specifically; should you develop an in-house program or outsource the work? Training and experience of the thermographer and the quality of the infrared (IR) camera used on the job are both a critical part of the equation. Figuring out which camera
is the best value can be tricky, so proper research on the subject and some due-diligence are required for you to
be able to “tap into infrared”.

In-House vs. Outsourced
This is simple: unplanned downtime = lost money.
For companies with critical operations, 24/7 manufacturing and a proactive mindset, an in-house program
makes good business sense. Many companies have
successfully implemented in-house programs; for example, 2006 Uptime PdM Program of the Year Infrared
winners Johns Manville in Kansas, and 2007 Infrared
winners Aerospace Testing Alliance (ATA) at Arnold
Air Force Base in Tennessee, to name a couple. These
are examples of world class in-house P/PM programs.
Many companies must outsource this type of work
as it is not economically feasible to have an in-house
program. The biggest benefit to outsourcing is that
there is no long term commitment and the costs are
generally lower –but so are the returns on investment.
Not having an on-site IR camera system makes troubleshooting using IR impossible.

Training and Education (In-House)
Training is a critical step if you have an in-house program or are planning to start one. In the case of electrical infrared inspections, a person with an electrical
background is the ideal person to train on infrared if
they have the right personality. Someone that is timid
is not a good candidate. While performing electrical
inspections, there are a lot of considerations. Safety is
the first, but you also need a person who understands
the equipment, i.e., switchgear, buss ducts, fuse clips,
control transformers, etc., so that they can identify
what they are looking at.
Next, never make the thermographer responsible for
the repairs when he or she finds problems, even if
they are capable of accomplishing, them because it is
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not efficient. Infrared thermography has not quite
progressed into a science, so it is still somewhat of an
art form. This leads to wild variances in the number
of reportable findings. Training and mentoring by an
experienced thermographer is key. There are other
personality factors to consider. Some people will
over-report even if this creates more work for them.
Others will not report all the problems because they
don’t want to repair them, or they think maybe it will
be OK until the next scan or the classic “I’m quitting
soon, so I don’t really care” attitude.

Training and Experience (Outsourced)
Training and experience of the thermographer are
the two factors that should drive the purchase of any
service. A technician from a professional infrared service company has most likely [but not certainly] had
some sort of formal training and on the job training.
However, the more important component is to find
someone with a considerable amount of experience.
No one wants an untrained thermographer with a
low-resolution IR camera learning how to do electrical infrared surveys at their facility. You must qualify
the contractor by inquiring as to what type of training
they have had, what references they have and what
experience they have accumulated.
Many companies that we have dealt with in the past
(even ones that have eventually hired us), at first,
judge the company solely by the cost of my service
–which is not the right way to buy any service, and
certainly not infrared services. Recently a company
brought me in for what seemed to be an “interview”
and plant tour. Both the maintenance manager and
plant manager had prepared questions to find out
what we could and could not do. It was refreshing
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Figures 1a and 1b - The left image shows an IR image that is out of focus. The clear
image on the right is correctly focused.

to see people take a genuine interest in
evaluating my skills, my company’s capabilities and the cost of the services. This is
one of few companies in recent years that
have taken the time to find out what they
are really paying for.
Evaluating samples of past IR projects by
the thermographer is important and effective. When someone prepares a sample
project, they will naturally use some of
their more impressive imagery. If the
thermographer shows you images that
look like the ones on the left in Figures 1
or the left in Figures 2, it should let you
know that you definitely do not want to
hire them since you are probably looking
at their “best” work.

Infrared Cameras (In-House
and Outsourced)
To effectively contract IR services, one
needs to evaluate not only the thermog-

rapher’s capabilities, but also the equipment specified. The specification should
be based on performance and not brandspecific. In other words, the specification
should not read: “the IR camera used shall
be a Brand-X, Model-Y”. Instead the spec
should be about the technical characteristics of the camera, such as the minimum
spatial resolution and the minimum thermal sensitivity.
Other considerations when specifying IR
cameras are:
• Proprietary infrared software compatibility and usability
• Lens options (telephoto, wide-angle)
• Built-in visual camera
• Built-in voice recording & data-logging
• Built-in laser pointer
• Extra (and standard!) batteries
• Adaptability to infrared windows (to
increase safety and lower PPE
requirements)

Once you have narrowed
down your selection of cameras to a couple, ask for demonstrations of the units and
the software for each. Bear
in mind that the newest trend
on the lower end cameras is
for the manufacturers to sell
through distributors instead of
reps. Distributors don’t have
the margins to sell by demonstration, so they will resist.
Now, if you want a demo of
a $35K camera, I promise a
representative will make time
for you.

Conclusions
When evaluating what infrared technology
can do for your operation, there are many
considerations. In-house programs can
be very successful, but are highly prone to
failure if you select the wrong personnel
and if the program is not given full support
by management. If you outsource your
infrared services, set up an “interview”
with the contractors and have lots of questions ready. At the end of the interview,
you should know if this contractor will not
meet, meet or probably exceed your expectations. When specifying an IR camera
purchase, consider hiring a thermographer who knows the IR market to be your
consultant. Many cameras have features
that are not necessary and overpriced. Do
your homework each step of the way and
you will see positive results and a positive
impact to your company’s bottom line.
Jeffrey L. Gadd is the owner
of Vision Infrared Services
(www.visioninfrared.com) in
Cleveland, OH. He is a Level
II Infrared Thermographer
and has an AAS in Industrial
Electricity along with 12 years
experience as a electrician and
maintenance technician. You
can contact Jeff with questions
at 440-554-3620 or e-mail to:
jeff@visioninfrared.com

Figures 2a and 2b - The left image shows an IR image that is not properly thermally tuned.
The much clearer image on the right is correctly thermally tuned.
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Reduce the Red by Going Green
Increase Pump Uptime, Decrease Costs With Water Management System For Mechanical Seals
by Chris Rehmann

R

ising cost and shrinking availability of clean water for operating industrial pumps are of concern to many
plant managers, as is as the high cost of treating this water for disposal. For over a half-century, the accepted method of providing cooling and flush water for mechanical seals and packing has been to pipe
plant water through the seal or packing, and then to drain. Under this scenario, the normal consumption
of water is 1.7 million gallons of water per pump, per year.

A water management system that cools and re-circulates
the water can reduce this water consumption to just a
few gallons per year. This water management system also
increases the pump reliability and mean time between
failures (MTBF) significantly, with a return on investment
(ROI) that is usually around 6-12 months. Additionally,
significant energy savings is documented through the
use of this system, by greatly reducing or eliminating the
amount of energy needed to heat the flush water up to
process temperatures, and then to boil/evaporate this
water from the product.

Water, Water Everywhere…
“Almost 3 billion people will face severe shortages of water by 2025 if the world keeps consuming water at current
rates…” United Nations Report
“Even where supplies are sufficient or plentiful, they are increasingly at risk from pollution and rising demand. Fierce
national competition over water resources has prompted
fears that water issues contain the seeds of violent conflict…” Kofi Annan, UN Secretary General

Clean, fresh water is a limited resource which is under
increasing pressure on our planet. There are compelling
reasons to actively pursue water conservation measures
that are both proven and economically justified.

The Impact of Industry
The 2nd most common machine in industry (after the
electric motor) is the pump (Figure 1). It is estimated
that there are about 600 million industrial pumps in the
world (not counting about one billion pumps in domestic use, such as dishwashers, clothes washers, automobile water pumps, etc). These industrial pumps rely on
a mechanical seal (Figure 2) or packing to seal the rotating shaft and contain the pressurized liquid within.
Mechanical seals and packing require clean fluid, usually
water, and lots of it, for cooling and lubrication. As our
world has become more industrialized, the population
of pumps has grown accordingly, and so has our demand
for clean water to service these pumps.

“The simple fact is that there is a limited amount of water on the planet, and we cannot afford to be negligent in
its use. We cannot keep treating it as if it will never run
out…” Mohammed El Baradei, Head of the International
Atomic Energy Agency

Of all the world’s water, 97.4% is salt water, 2% is frozen
in glaciers and ice caps, and only 0.6% is available for
human consumption and industrial use. As the above
quotes illustrate, our water supplies are finite; the sources of supply are becoming increasingly polluted, and are
asked to supply ever-larger volumes. The United States
is struggling with long-term water shortages in California and the Southeast, shortages which will not be overcome by one or two good years of rainfall. We have also
heard about the serious drop in the water level of the
Ogallala Aquifer which underlies 8 central states, from
North Dakota to Texas, due to over-pumping of this water resource for crop irrigation.
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Figure 1 - Cutaway view of a typical industrial
centrifugal pump, with the mechanical seal inside
the black square (see Figure 2 for detail).

However, the rising cost of water, along with increasing
awareness of the long-term consequences of unrestricted water use, has caused many forward-thinking companies to reconsider their traditional, wasteful water use
oct/nov 2009

The Importance of
a Fluid Film

API Plan 54

Process pumps usually use
Water Header - Flow
a mechanical seal to contain the pressurized fluid
by creating a sliding seal
between the rotating shaft
and the pump housing.
This mechanical seal is engineered to operate with
a thin fluid film separating
the highly-polished rotatContaminated Recirculation Water
ing and stationary seal
faces (Figure 3). The face
Figure 5. Typical “water-to-drain” method
Figure 2 - Enlargement of area inside black square of materials and seal design
of cooling mechanical seals on pumps.
are selected specifically
Figure 1, to show detail of double mechanical seal.
for the particular pump
• Operator error (opening or closing a
application parameters and fluid
practices. Moderate investments in proven
valve which stops product flow to the
new water-conserving technology can achieve properties (pressure, temperature, viscosity,
pump, etc.)
financial payback within the first year, while etc.). The fluid film may consist of either the
• Cavitation, where there is inadequate netalso having beneficial effects on our global pumped process fluid, or a special fluid such
positive suction head to the pump and
as
clean
water
may
be
introduced
under
preswater supply that will last for decades.
the liquid product changes into a vapor
sure if the process fluid is not suitable (e.g., if
state at the impeller.
it is too hot, too high solids content, tends to
crystallize, etc.)
Environmental protection and
Mechanical seal faces can also be damaged by
sustainability efforts have been
If this fluid film is not stable or not present, product crystallization due to temperature and
an important focus for Cargill.
the two faces will contact, overheat, and dam- pressure changes across the face. Suspended
Efforts to reduce our companies’
age each other and the mechanical seal will solids in the pumped liquid are another major
environmental footprint and usage
fail, causing the pump to fail (see Figure 4). cause of seal damage, and these solids must
of natural resources have been
When the seal fails, the entire pump unit is be kept away from the faces with a supply of
underway for many years. AESSEAL’s
removed and repaired, at an average cost of clean water to form the fluid film or the seal
innovative solutions for our pump
$2,500 per repair. This is the maintenance will fail prematurely.
applications have been one avenue
cost (parts and labor) only and does not inin which our plants have reduced
clude the value of lost production, which can Old “Water-to-Drain” Plan
be thousands of dollars per hour.
water consumption, in addition to
Many industrial plants supply their double
the reliability and cost benefits
mechanical seals with a fresh supply of barrier
The
fluid
film
can
be
adversely
affected
by
achieved.
process upsets that lead to dry-running of the water using the “water-to-drain” method, or
API Plan 54 (shown in Figure 5).
Timothy Goshert, Worldwide Reliability
seal, which can include:
and Maintenance Manager, Cargill

Rotating
Face

Stationary
Face

Figure 3 - Mechanical seal faces with a
fluid film of fresh, clean water will run
cooler and longer
www.uptimemagazine.com

• Process changes upstream that lead to no
liquid product at the pump.

Rotating
Face

Stationary
Face

Figure 4. Dry-running of mechanical seal
faces destroys the fluid film, resulting in
overheating and failure.

In the water-to-drain plan, plant water is supplied to all of the double mechanical seals
in parallel from a water header main. This
plan can work satisfactorily if all conditions
start out perfectly and stay perfect, but as we
know, this level of perfection is rarely found
or maintained in a real, operating, industrial
plant. The water-to-drain plan is prone to
process upsets that cause seals and pumps to
fail, for example:
1. Water will take the path of least resistance.
If the pressure and flow rates of each
branch of the piping are not set exactly
right at startup, most of the water will
selectively flow through the pipe with the
least resistance, leaving the other seals to
starve for water and seal failures can result.
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2. If one mechanical seal fails and allows process fluid to enter the water supply line, All
of the seals can be cross-contaminated and
thus lead to multiple seal failures.

ment system tank above each pump (shown
in Figure 6). Recall that the sliding faces of
the mechanical seal (at lower left in Figure 6)
create frictional heat in the seal. Heat is also
added to the seal by the hot pumpage. Hot
barrier water from the double seal rises up to
the tank via the upper tube, where the heat is
radiated to the atmosphere; the cooled barrier
water is then returned to the seal through the
lower tube. Circulation of the barrier water
from the seal to the tank, and back to the seal,
is maintained by the thermo-syphon effect
(basically, hot water rises and cool water falls),
with no moving parts. In cases where more
flow of the barrier fluid is required, pumping
assistance can be obtained from an optional
bi-directional pumping ring in the seal itself.

3. If an alternative flow path is created, for
example by an operator turning on a large
water line for wash-down, the pressure and
flow of water to the seals will drop and this
could lead to seal failures.
4. If the quality of the water being supplied by
this system is poor, it will lead to solids
being delivered to, and collecting on, the
seal faces; this will lead to premature
seal failure.
In addition to these failure modes, water-todrain has the following cost considerations:
• If the supply water is being purchased
from a municipal supply, the cost of the
water can be very high, as can be the
cost of treatment and disposal of the
waste water.
• The typical water flow rate on a water-todrain plan runs an average of 3.2 gallons
per minute to drain. Running 24/7, this
amounts to a staggering 1.7 million
gallons of water per year, per pump,

Figure 6. Closed-loop water management
system tank connected by tubing to a
mechanical seal.

running to the drain.

New Water Saving Solution
The solution to the shortcomings of the water-to-drain plan is to install a water manage-

The tank is connected to the plant water main
and automatically tops up with water to replace the very small amount (about 30 gallons per year) of barrier water that is lost at
the seal faces during normal operation. The
tank is maintained at a pre-set pressure that
is one bar (15 psi) above the pump’s stuffingbox pressure, to maintain a positive pressure
differential across the seal faces that ensures
clean barrier water is forming the fluid film (as
opposed to process liquid). Additional cool-

Our Students Call It CSI...
for Engineers.
We call it “Practical Plant Failure
Analysis” It’s a reasonably-priced
practical seminar with hundreds
of hands-on examples designed
for plant people and engineers.
You’ll work with gears, bearings,
shafts, belts, fasteners, seals, and
a selection of corrosion examples. With the hands-on analyses,
you’ll learn how and why they fail – and how to diagnose the
multiple causes.
The public session is three days long and is held in Syracuse,NY
in November. Private sessions range from two to four days and
can be held at your site.
From the Reliability
Professionals who “wrote
the book on logical and
practical plant failure
analysis”. For more details
contact Dale Gamba at
315-487-4390 or email us
at reliable@twcny.rr.com
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ing can be accomplished, where necessary,
by adding fins to the tubing, adding a cooling
coil to the tank, and/or using a larger tank.

the operation or the pressure in the tank
systems, as each tank is isolated by its own
check valve.

A diagram of a typical multi-pump layout is
shown in Figure 7. Each tank system serves
just one seal/pump set, and is isolated from
all other tanks. (Note that only 3 tanks/pumps
are shown in the figure, but many hundreds of
tanks/pumps are often connected in practice.)

• The water quality is greatly improved by
installing a filter on the incoming line to
each tank. Since only about 30 gallons of
water are used per tank per year, the filter
will last a long time before plugging.
Cleaner water leads to longer seal life.

The advantages of this system include:
• The waste water-to-drain is completely
eliminated, with huge savings in water
resources, the cost of water, and the cost of
treating waste water. A single tank/seal
combination typically uses only about 30
gallons of water per year, thus typically saving 1.7 million gallons per pump per year.
• Water from the plant main line passes
through a check valve which prevents contamination caused by a seal failure from
passing back into the main, so each pump
and seal is isolated; one seal failure does
not adversely affect other pumps.
• A pressure regulator on the water feed line
into each tank sets the tank pressure at the
correct pressure for that pump, so each
pump can operate at a different pressure
and have a fluid film that is maintained at
1 bar (15 psi) over its stuffing box pressure.
Note that the maximum pressure possible
in each tank is equal to the plant’s main
water line pressure.
• Each tank/seal/pump is a stand-alone
system; changes in the operating conditions
of one pump or the water flow to one seal
do not affect the water flow to the seals of
any other pump.
• Changes in the main line pressure, such as
turning on a wash-down hose, do not affect

Timothy Goshert, Worldwide Reliability
and Maintenance Manager, Cargill

Rotalign® ULTRA

Additional Savings
In addition to eliminating water-to-drain and
the pump seal life extension, there is one more
way that water management systems save
plants large sums of money, in those instances where the plant is using single mechanical
seals. Figure 8 (following page) shows an API
Plan 32 on a single mechanical seal, where
clean water is used to flush and cool the seal
faces. Cold water passes from the incoming
line at upper left in the figure, into the stuffing box, and directly into the hot product. As
much as 3 million gallons of water per year
can be injected into the process liquid by a
single pump using API Plan 32. In many processes this water must be heated up to the
process temperature and ultimately evaporated out of the product, using large amounts of
additional energy.

Water Header - Flow

Drain Empty - No Waste
Figure 7 - Typical industrial plant layout of pumps, seals,
and tank systems.
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& Geometric
Measurement

We have installed numerous AESSEAL
water management systems in our
plants globally. In these cases we
have seen improved reliability of our
pumping systems due to increased
MTBF. These installations and activities
have reduced our maintenance costs
and helped reduce water consumption.

AES Water
Management
System
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Shaft
Alignment

On a typical pulp and
paper mill sealing application, with the incoming flush water at
60° F, and mixing with
process fluid at 140°
F, the cost of energy
for heating the flush
water to process temperature costs $4,000
per year. The energy
to evaporate this water at the end of the
process costs an additional $9,000 per year.
Ironically, this API Plan

Vibration
Analysis

& Balancing
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32 water addition is not easily visible
and so this huge water usage, and resulting waste of energy, is often not
even recognized as such by the plant
operator.
A water management tank system
used with a double mechanical seal
to replace the single mechanical seal
in Figure 8, eliminates both the wasted water and energy by re-circulating
and cooling the barrier water to the
seal faces.

CASE HISTORY #1
Tanks, Double Seal and Flow
Fuse on Agitator

API Plan
32

(some installations include a Throttle Bush)

into the agitator in the event of an
inboard mechanical seal failure.
The water management system
package has been in place for 2
years with no seal failures (recall
that the previous MTBF was six
months). The payback period
based only on the cost of repairs
(not including lost production)
was only 180 days.

Water Used to
Flush Faces

CASE HISTORY #2
Tanks & Double Seals Replace
API Plan 32 Single Seals

Mechanical
Seal

A pulp & paper mill in the USA uses
API Plan 32 (Figure 8) to flush their
Guinness/Diageo, a major beer brewsingle seals, with considerable enery in Dublin, Ireland, was experiencergy required to (a) heat this flush
Figure 8 - API Plan 32 showing water used to flush seal
ing failures of the single mechaniwater up to process temperatures,
faces entering the product, where it must then be heated
cal seals on their hot wort agitators
and (b) evaporate this excess waand evaporated with additional energy input.
about every 6 months. The vessels
ter off at the end of the process.
on which the agitators
Five bleach filter pumps
are mounted contain
were fitted with water
During normal
about 25,000 gallons
management tank sysoperation of the Flow
Fuse, the red button is
each and must be drained
tems and double seals in
flush with the casing.
completely for an overOctober 2008, and monihaul, leading to a great
tored over the following
deal of down time and
9 months. First year
lost production. When
savings (from energy,
the seals failed, the wort
water, wastewater, and
leaked straight onto the
reliability) were calcuDuring normal
operation, the
floor, causing a loss of
lated at $41,800, with an
primary water path
valuable product, as well
ROI payback on the inis open to replenish
as a safety hazard. Any
vestment cost (parts and
the tank system.
proposed remedy had to
labor) of the new tanks
also prevent the addition
and seals of 1.2 years.
Figure 9 - Flow Fuse in normal operation. Water from the plant main line is
of water into the vesallowed to flow at very low flow rates to the water management system tank,
Spurred on by these exsel, since dilution of the
making up small amounts of water lost to normal seal operation.
cellent results, the paper
product was not allowed
mill has now completed a
at this point in the procomprehensive mill surcess.
vey to look for additional
When excess water
The proposed solution
flow is detected, the
savings opportunities. A
red button protrudes
was a double mechanitotal of 604 pumps/seals
from the casing.
cal seal with a water
were surveyed, and 144
management
system.
pumps (24% of total) were
Because the hot wort
deemed to be “highly encould not withstand diluergy inefficient”. A capition, the system includes
tal project is being conThe primary flow
the Flow Fuse automatic
sidered to convert these
path shuts off
valve shown in Figures 9
144 pumps to double
when the Flow Fuse
and 10 below, which detriggers (within 2
seals and tanks. Annual
seconds), isolating
tects an abnormally high
savings are conservathe water supply.
water flow rate and shuts
tively estimated to be
off the plant water main
$473,000 per year, with
Figure 10. Flow Fuse detects excessive water flow into the water
supply to the tank syswater savings of 174 milmanagement system tank (possibly due to an inboard mechanical seal
tem. This action protects
lion gallons per year.
failure), and shuts off the water supply to the tank within 2 seconds.
the hot wort product by
preventing water entry
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CASE HISTORY #3
Tanks Replace API Plan 54
Water-to-Drain
At a food processing operation with a total
of 6,300 pumps, water management tank systems have been installed on 1,310 (20% of total) of the most arduous “bad actor” pumps
over a six year period. Of the 1,310 upgrades,
750 (57%) are running with no failures since
the upgrades began in 2001. Prior to the upgrades the seal life for the population of 1,310
pumps was 2.58 years. After the water management systems were installed, the seal life
improved to 3.42 years.
The upgraded population of pumps had 2,127
failures prior to the upgrade, and only 1,059
failures after the upgrade (during the six year
period). Using an average cost of a pump repair of $2,500, we find the following savings
in avoided repair costs:
Cost of repairs prior to Upgrade:
2,127 failures X $2,500/repair =

$5,317,500

Cost of repairs after Upgrade:
1,059 failures X $2,500/repair =

$2,647,500

Repair Costs Avoided:

$2,670,000

Total cost of the 1,310 water
management systems:

$1,345,000

The savings to the equipment owner, based
on equipment life alone, resulting from the
upgrade to water management systems is thus
$2,670,000 - $1,345,000 = $1,325,000. Additional savings have been realized from the
1,310 pumps X 1.7 million gallons per pump
per year = 2.2 Billion gallons of water saved
per year.

Summary
Water management tank systems, used in
conjunction with double mechanical seals on
pumps, agitators, and mixers, will generate
significant cost savings due to:
• Virtually no water usage and no associated costs for either buying city water or
treatment of pond water. Savings of 1.7
million gallons of water per pump, per
year have been frequently documented
when used on API Plan 54.
• No waste water treatment and disposal;
again, as much as 1.7 million gallons per
pump per year on API Plan 54.
• No energy needed to heat the flush water
introduced into the process up to process
www.uptimemagazine.com

temperatures using an API Plan 32.
• No energy needed to boil/evaporate
added flush water from the product
(Plan 32).
• Increased pump lifetime and reduced
pump overhaul costs.

Flatness
& Bore
Alignment

• Less downtime and associated lost
production.
These tank systems are pressurized by the
plant water main to 1 bar (15 psi) above the
pump stuffing box pressure. The tanks use no
moving parts, simply relying on the “thermosyphon” process to circulate hot water away
from the mechanical seal, release the heat to
atmosphere, and return cool water to the mechanical seal. This clean, re-circulated water
extends the life of the mechanical seal and the
uptime of the pump by flushing solids away
from the seal faces, as well as cooling the seal
faces. The systems are maintenance-friendly,
requiring no external compressed air for pressurization, and do not require any manual intervention for refilling.
The standard flow indicator gives a quick visual indication of an inboard seal failure, which
is difficult and costly to identify otherwise.
An optional Flow Fuse will shut off the plant
water supply when it detects an abnormally
high flow of water, such as that caused by an
inboard seal failure.

LEVALIGN®

BORALIGN®

ROI payback periods for water management
tank systems with double mechanical seals
are typically 6 to 12 months, after which the
tank systems continue to generate large savings for the remainder of their 10 to 20 year
lifetimes.
Chris Rehmann is Marketing Manager for
AESSEAL, Inc., (www.aesseal.com), who
design and manufacture mechanical seals,
seal support systems, and bearing protection, and sell these products from offices in
32 countries. Chris earned a BSEE from the
University of Notre Dame, and held various
international management positions with an
oilfield engineering firm for 15 years before
joining AESSEAL’s North American headquarters in Knoxville, Tennessee in 2002. He can
be reached at chris.rehmann@aesseal.com.
All illustrations courtesy of AESSEAL, Inc., Rockford, TN, USA. Special thanks go to Cargill and
Tim Goshert for their valuable contributions
to this article, to Guinness/Diageo brewery for
providing information and approval to use Case
History #1, and to Terence McCarthy and Jonathan Broderick of AESSEAL, Ireland.
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Maintenance and Steven Covey
The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Maintenance Organizations
by Paul Swatkowski

T

hrough his books and audio programs, Steven Covey, author of The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People
and other works, has been a great influence on me and many of my colleagues. Over the years I’ve noticed a direct correlation of the practices of successful maintenance organizations and Dr. Covey’s seven
habits. This article is based directly on Dr. Covey’s seven habits. It is drawn habit-by-habit from his book
but with the examples modified to fit the maintenance world.

Covey first published his book in 1990. More than
14 million copies have since been sold and it’s been
translated into over a dozen languages. In his book,
Dr. Steven Covey breaks success in life down to the
everyday practice of these seven habits:
Habit 1 – Be Proactive
Habit 2 – Begin with the end in mind
Habit 3 – Put first things first
Habit 4 – Seek Win/Win
Habit 5 – Seek first to understand,
then to be understood
Habit 6 – Synergize
Habit 7 – Sharpen the Saw
These Habits not only apply to personal productivity,
but to organizational productivity as well.
Each of these—and how they relate to maintenance
organizations—are covered in detail in this article.
Here is the “Seven Habits” story and how it can be applied to any Maintenance Organization:
In his teachings, Dr. Covey strongly encourages his
students to go out and teach what they’ve learned as
soon as possible after learning his material. There are
three reasons for this. One, it reinforces the concepts
for the person putting the teaching together. Next,
it spreads these concepts to others who might not
be familiar with them, and third, it’s likely that many
people hearing these ideas will be interested enough
in what’s taught to pursue their education in these
matters more fully.
The above scenario is what Covey refers to as a “win/
win,” which is Habit 4. The idea is you don’t stop here.
Reading or listening to these concepts once is great,
but for them to really become “Habits” one must revisit
the material over and over again—i.e. buy the book.
As more people in your maintenance department, and
throughout your organization, adopt these habits, the
culture will transform from the inside out. Reliability
based maintenance, and all the benefits that come with
it, can become a way of life.
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Habit 1 – Be Proactive
Being proactive is the ability to control one’s own environment, rather than have it control you. It’s self determination. It’s choice. It’s the power to decide your response
to stimulus, conditions, and circumstances.
The title of the first habit, and our frequent use of the
same term in the maintenance and reliability field, is what
originally drew my attention to the correlation between Dr.
Covey’s 7 Habits and successful maintenance organizations.
Reactive maintenance organizations have a tendency to
jump or react when a piece of equipment fails. Proactive organizations respond based on a predetermined strategy.
Embracing Habit 1 means you are in the driver’s seat, and
you can decide which actions to take.
Take Charge: In a ranked list of companies in any industry, there is one at the top and one at the bottom. Your
organization is likely somewhere in-between. Companies
move up that list when they realize that doing things the
way they have always been done continually yields the
same results. Organizations have the power to make the
necessary changes to move up the ranks by choosing to
take initiative, and embrace proactive change.
Realize That We Are Responsible: Being responsible is
often viewed as being the person who should accept the
blame when something goes wrong. Accepting that, we
can then identify all the necessary things that should be
done to ensure that things don’t go wrong. In other words,
create the steps for success.
Step Down the Path of the Effective Organization: The
organizations at the top of that list we mentioned have
come to these realizations. They’ve decided what works
in their organization, and they have learned and reinforced
the habits of doing it effectively.
Rule Your Equipment: When you are proactive you rule
your equipment, it doesn’t rule you. Successful organizations have found that the best way to do this is by moving
up the F/PF (Failure/Potential Failure) Curve. That move
is accomplished primarily through the use of predictive
methodologies (PdM) and quantifiable PMs integrated with
oct/nov 2009

enter that data? What about kitting, or vendor
managed inventories (VMI)?

Changes in Vibration
P - F Interval 1-9 months
Point where
failure starts
to occur

Wear Debris in Oil
P - F Interval 1-6 months

Quantitative PM
P - F Interval 5-8 weeks

IR Thermography
P - F Interval 3-12 weeks
P1

Audible Noise
P - F Interval 1-4 weeks

P2
P3

P = Potential Failure

P4

Heat by Touch
P - F Interval 1-5 days

P5

P6

Time
F = Failure
F

© 2006-2008 Management Resources Group - Proprietary Information

Figure 1 - Understanding the P-F Curve allows you and your organization to
implement the 7 Habits of HIghly Effective Maintenance Organizations.

good Planning and Scheduling.
Decide to Make a Plan: Then, do it. Successful
organizations design and build highly effective maintenance departments. You have the
power! Deciding to make a plan segues us to
Habit 2…

Habit 2 – Begin with the End in Mind
This is the habit of leadership—both personal
and organizational—and leading yourself and
the organization toward your goals. Dr. Covey
professes that everything is created twice—once
in the mental realm and then a second time in
the physical realm. By first developing a clear
mental vision of our desired results, we will be
able to create the necessary steps to achieve
that vision. Habit two is all about creating that
vision.
Effective maintenance organizations have taken
the time to create strategy plans for various
aspects of their organizations.
They make sure to include a
good cross representation of
Investments
the stakeholders in the forma(Cash Outflows)
tion of these plans. The output
is always a document that can
then be referred to and adCurrent
Costs
hered to. Here are some areas
in which strategy plans should
be created and questions that
Return on
should be asked:
Investment

advance? Who in your organization should decide which equipment gets repaired first? What
should the decision be based on—criticality of
the equipment and job priority, or the squeaky
wheel supervisor?
Reliability Strategy: Are you going to use predictive methodologies on all of your equipment to
which it applies? Or, are you going to apply it
only to certain systems? Will you use on-line
monitoring, or route-based monitoring? Are
quantitative PMs being utilized now, and if not,
do you plan to apply the resources to scrub your
PMs and make them better? Do you use/will you
use reliability engineers?
Material Strategy: Will you have a lean storeroom, or a storeroom that never suffers stock
outs? What will you base that decision on?
Will you enter bill-of-material (BOM) data into
your computerized maintenance management
system (CMMS) ahead of time, or as you make
entries for equipment as it’s repaired? Who’ll

Employee Strategy: Have you identified the
skills your employees need to perform their
jobs well? Do you know which employees have
those skills and which don’t? Are you going to
hire for new skills, use contractors, or train
your existing employees in the new skills they
need? It’s obvious that having the answers to
these questions in advance, can head off major
issues in the future.
In the graph shown in Figure 2, the top line is
representative of companies that don’t have an
end in mind. They adopt reliability tools and
strategies on an ad-hoc basis without ever reaping the synergistic benefits of a good reliability
program. Without a plan, you’re planning to
fail. When you begin with the end in mind—an
end that entails an efficient and effective maintenance organization, that utilizes its CMMS
to the fullest, that plans and schedules jobs in
advance, and engineers the root cause of failures
out of their equipment—you will see the earliest
rewards for your efforts and investments. Keep
in mind, those rewards are not only financial as
shown by the green line in the graph, but are
also quality-of-life issues, i.e., no more calls in
the middle of the night on a weekend. A well run
Maintenance department should be boring.

Habit 3 – Put First Things First
This is the habit of personal management. But,
it applies to organizations as well. It’s about
organizing and implementing activities in line
with the aims established in Habit 2. If Habit 2
is the first, or mental creation of a vision, then
Habit 3 is the second, or physical creation of that
vision via the creation of, and adherence to, an
organized implementation plan.
Having a documented plan allows important
activities (urgent or not) to never be at the mercy
of the unimportant activities
(urgent or not).

50/50
Pretender Costs

World Class Costs

(Reduced Costs)

Maintenance Strategy: Does
a run-to-failure or a reactive
strategy make sense to your organization? Do you want your
jobs planned and scheduled in

Time
© 2008 Management Resources Group, Inc - Proprietary and Confidential

Figure 2 - Beginning with the end in mind reduces both costs and problems.
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The steps of a successful organization’s implementation
plan are determined through
the assessment of their maintenance and reliability practices. This is usually best
accomplished when done by
an outside, or objective, set
of eyes. The improvement
steps resulting from these
assessments include, but are
not limited to, the following
areas:
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Business Processes:
- Instituting a cultural
change management program
- Developing key performance
indicators (KPIs)
- Developing workflows for all key
processes
Foundational Elements:
- Verifying/scrubbing of the Master
Equipment List (MEL)
- Criticality ranking of equipment

Important

I
III

Reliability:
- Determination of PdM baseline
- Performance of RCM and FMEA on
applicable systems and equipment
- Root Cause Failure Analysis (RCMA)
- Application of appropriate PdM
- PM development and/or optimization
Training:
- Skills needs analysis
- Skills assessments
- Training Plan & Schedule
Steps Should be included to ensure the plans
are tracked, measured, adjusted if necessary,
and adhered to.
Focus Efforts Where They Count: In Dr. Covey’s
words, “Is your ladder against the right wall?”
I’ve often asked maintenance organizations, “If
two pieces of equipment go down at the same
time, and you only have one crew to repair them,
which one do you send the crew to first? Some
of the answers are amazing. There should be
no hesitation. Crews should be assigned according to equipment criticality and job priority. Following the seven habits eliminates this
dilemma because during Habit 2, such rules were
constructed with input from the appropriate
parties. Everyone is aware of the strategy, and
is on the same page.
Using Dr. Covey’s time management matrix,
reproduced in Figure 3, allows us to identify
where our time is being spent.
Quadrant I is where reactive organizations spend
most of their time. Emergency breakdowns and
fire fighting take place in Quadrant I. These
are things that are usually both important and
urgent.
Quadrant II is where activities that are impor-

Misdirected
Priorities

Proactive

II

Spend as much time as
possible in Quandrant II

IV

Habit 5 – Seek First to Understand, Then to be Understood

Wasteful
Activities

One of the great maxims of the modern
age, this is Covey’s habit of communicaUrgent
Un-Urgent
tion, and it’s extremely powerful. Covey
helps to explain this in his simple analogy
“diagnose before you prescribe”, which is
Figure 3 - Dr. Covey’s Time Management Matrix
simple, effective, and essential for developing and maintaining positive relationtant, but not urgent, take place. It’s activities
in this quadrant that keep us out of Quadrant ships in all aspects. Habit 5 is about communicaI. Reactive organizations have not yet made tion and listening to the customer—in this case
operations, employees, and management.
this realization.

Un-Important

Inventory Strategy:
- Standardization of inventory content/
taxonomy
- BOM development
- Storeroom design & kitting integration
- Stock optimization
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Reactive

tenance activities within a reasonable
timeframe allows both parties to better
utilize their resources and adhere to their
schedules.

In our personal life, these are activities such as
exercising, eating right, and going for medical
and dental checkups. Maintenance-related
Quadrant II activities include: equipment inspections, quantitative PMs, implementing and
using predictive methodologies, creation of
workflows, training to workflows, and entering foundational data into the Computerized
Maintenance Management System (CMMS).
By living in Quadrant II, we proactively head
off the causes that have us work in Quadrant
I. Remember, Quadrant I activities are more
expensive because they are unplanned, and
unplanned activities are always more expensive
than planned activities.

Habit 4 – Think Win-Win
Dr. Covey calls this the habit of interpersonal
leadership, necessary because achievements are
largely dependent on cooperative efforts with
others. He says that win-win is based on the
assumption that there is plenty for everyone,
and that success follows a cooperative approach
more naturally than the confrontation of win/
lose situations.
When a successful organization finds a solution
to a situation they always ask, “How is this going to affect the processes before and after this
one?” If it’s going to help one area but hurt
another, then in the long run it’s not going to
work. All solutions have to help all the parties
concerned. Some groups to consider: finance,
purchasing, operations, marketing, human resources, employees, stockholders, the neighboring community, even the local business owner
down the street. We’re all on the same team.
An example of a win/win can be found in organizations that practice full integration between
maintenance and operations. Communicating
with operations to schedule planned main-

What do they mean when they say no? In presentations, I’ve often used the story of a production supervisor who refused to let a maintenance
department have a piece of equipment for as
long as they said they needed it.
What did the supervisor really mean when he
said they couldn’t have the equipment for eight
hours? Did he mean that if maintenance had
the equipment for eight hours he wouldn’t make
his production for the month? Did he mean he
believed the equipment may be down longer?
Maybe he felt that if it was down eight hours
he’d have to go over his overtime targets for
the month. Did he mean he’d rather have the
job done partially or incorrectly? It’s possible
that any or all of the first three may be true,
but it’s highly unlikely that he’d want the job
done partially or incorrectly only to have it fail
again later, especially if that meant he wouldn’t
make his targets under any possible recovery
plan. Until we know what exactly his concerns
are, how do we know how to find the win-win
in that situation?
In dealing with any party, a highly effective
maintenance organization should seek to find
out what the concerns of the party are before
formulating a response.
“If you want to interact effectively with me,
to influence me, you first need to
understand me” – Steven Covey

Habit 6 – Synergy
Covey says this is the habit of creative cooperation. The principle is that the whole is greater
than the sum of its parts, which implicitly lays
down the challenge to see the benefits and potential in another person’s contribution.
In our example earlier, operations didn’t want
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to have the machine down at all, and maintenance felt they needed it for a full eight hours
to repair the equipment properly. What if they
compromised and agreed to repairing the equipment in four hours? In that case, neither party
would get what they wanted. In reality, that’s a
lose-lose situation, the worst of the four possible
outcomes in Habit 4.
Compromise should be a red flag that things
aren’t right. Instead, to find the win-win, one
must proactively seek first to understand what
it is that operations really needs. It might turn
out that it’s just not a good time for the equipment to be down. It’s possible that it wasn’t
a good time for maintenance either. Maybe
maintenance needed eight hours because the
welder was out, or a necessary part wasn’t inhouse, so a part would have to be fabricated.
During the conversation, it may be discovered
that a combination of a temporary repair and a
reduced load would allow operations to get their
production out and allow maintenance to order
the part and align all the necessary resources to
fix the job right.
Now, instead of a lose-lose, there is a win-win.
Seeking to understand the other group’s needs is
key in establishing trust between departments.
Some common activities during which synergy
takes place in highly successful organizations
are: Reliability Centered Maintenance Analysis
(RCMA) sessions, Root Cause Failure Analysis
(RCFA), Criticality Ranking sessions, and through
Planner’s reviews of feedback forms completed
by craftsmen at the close of Planned Maintenance activities.

ample, an end goal might be for employees to
perform the tasks as outlined in the job plans.
Some necessary first steps would be to find out
what skills are needed to accomplish that and
what skills they already possess. Doing so allows
for targeted training, which is less expensive
than blanket training and is also more palatable
to the student—another win/win. Learning additional skills often leads to job enhancement,
which usually leads to job enrichment for the
employee.

Conclusion
This is an extremely high overview of the 7
Habits and how they apply to successful maintenance organizations. Dr. Covey is listed as one
of Time Magazine’s 25 Most Influential People
for good reason. Practicing the 7 Habits has
increased the productivity and quality of life
of countless people. Read and re-read these
7 Habits looking for more ways in which they
can apply in your life and in your organization.
Research the topic more by reading or listening
to the original works by Dr. Steven Covey or by
contacting the author of this article.
Paul Swatkowski, CMRP, is a management/training consultant with 29 years of

manufacturing, processing, and consulting
experience. Paul has a background as a
Trainer at United Technologies’ Corporate
University, and worked as a Quality Manager and Quality Engineer in the Aviation
Industry. He has extensive experience which
includes world-wide delivery of; Corporate
Gap Analysis Assessments, Total Productive
Manufacturing, One Piece Flow, Kanban,
5S-Space consolidation, Value Stream Mapping, Root Cause Analysis, Mistake Proofing,
Lean Manufacturing, Inventory Reduction,
Reliability Centered Maintenance Analysis,
Failure Modes & Effects Analysis, Workflow
Development, and Maintenance Planning and
Scheduling. A proven problem solver, Paul
is highly effective at conveying the necessary
information to foster change. He defines,
develops, and delivers world-class training in
maintenance and reliability best-practices to
external MRG customers as well as internal
employees. Paul has direct hands-on experience with instructional design methods and
has led delivery of over 100 formal customer
training courses in both on-site and public
venues internationally. He can be reached at
SwatkowskiP@MRGinc.net

Habit 7 – Sharpen the Saw
Habit 7 is the law of continuous improvement.
It’s about personal development and the development of personnel. We read articles like
this one and attend seminars and conferences
because we want to develop our skills, and that’s
very admirable. Part of our employee strategy
mentioned in Habit 2 may revolve around training or Sharpening the Saw. Effective organizations recognize that employees can’t be held
responsible to do something in a certain way, if
they haven’t been properly trained. They commonly use workflows as the preferred method
of mapping out organizational activities that
can then be easily followed and adhered to.
They also recognize that precision maintenance
skills and predictive maintenance skills are not
always skills craftspeople bring to the company
with them.
When companies proactively train personnel,
they must first establish the end goal. For exwww.uptimemagazine.com
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Tools For The Trade
Diagnosing Rotor Bar Issues with Torque and Current Signature Analysis
by Drew Norman

O

ver the years rotor bar problems have been a diagnostic challenge for motor maintenance professionals.
Now with current signature, spectral torque analysis and automated computer diagnostic software, defining rotor health problems has been made fairly simple. However, problems arise when professionals
do not understand the underlying principles of the what’s, whys and how’s of dynamic rotor testing.

Professionals who maintain motors need to be able to
answer the following questions. How can an instrument
100 to 1,000 feet or more away from the motor provide
information about the condition of the rotor? What is
going on within the motor to produce the peaks and
ripples that we see with our instruments? What defines
the frequencies of the peaks and causes the amplitude
to increase as the rotor bars break? And finally, how do
we interpret those signals to make proactive decisions
about motor repair scheduling?
In this article we will present the following:

Rotor Construction & Operation
In its simplest form a three-phase induction motor is
comprised of a stator and a rotor. The purpose of the
stator is to develop the rotating magnetic field. The
stator field induces a voltage into the rotor cage. The
rotor cage is made up of parallel conductors shorted
together on each end by a shorting ring. This shorting
ring is used to complete the circuit and allow current
to flow through the rotor bars. Current flow through
the rotor bars develops the rotor field. The field of the
stator and the generated field in the rotor interact to
produce torque.

• A conceptual explanation of rotor construction
and operation
• An explanation of the effect of a broken rotor
bar on this operation
• A review of several techniques for rotor
condition analysis
• An explanation of the calculations and where
to find the faults frequencies in the spectrum

Maintenance Professional’s Challenge with Rotor
Bar Analysis
There are several challenges when trying to analyze
rotor health with vibration analysis. It is necessary to
know the number of rotor bars to identify the frequency
of interest in the vibration spectrum. This knowledge is
often difficult to obtain without disassembly of the motor. Incipient rotor bar problems in some motors will
not contribute significantly to overall vibration. Even
though the effect on torque and current is evident, the
contribution to vibration is not large enough to be definitive. Contributions to 2x Line frequency and 2x and
4x running speed can be difficult to distinguish, especially in 2-pole motors. The 2x line frequency can have
contributions from eccentricity, rotor bar issues, as well
as voltage and current imbalance. Distinguishing which
forcing frequency is responsible for the amplitude increase at this frequency can be nearly impossible with vibration analysis alone. The analysis methods described
in this article will alleviate questionable readings and
unclear diagnostics from vibration data.
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Figure 1 - Stator operation illustration

At startup, the rotor is stationary and the difference in
speed between the rotating field and the rotor bars is
at its maximum or what is identified as “slip”. Slip is
defined by the equation:

S=

RPMsynch.

RPMoperat.

RPMsynch.

Figure 2 - Formula to calculate Slip

As the torque is produced, the rotor begins to speed
up. The difference in speed is reduced as the rotor
speed approaches synchronous speed. In fact, the relative motion between the rotor and stator of an operating motor can vary from 1 to approximately 200 RPM,
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Figure 3 - Definition of slip
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many laps does it take for the faster car driven
by Steven Synchronous (Stator Field) to over
take the slower car driven by Larry Lagging
(Rotor)? Well, t will take the Steven Synchronous 360 laps or revolutions to overtake Larry Lagging. It will take the synchronous field
six seconds to lap the slower rotor. During
this overtake process the point on the rotor
will pass under the south and the north magnetic pole, represented by the dashed lines
at 6 and 12 o’clock respectively. The calculation of the pulsation frequency associated
with bar passing under the poles is:

f

Figure 4 - Equivalent Circuit Drawing

Start

45
180
315
360
Synchronous Synchronous Synchronous Synchronous
Revolutions Revolutions Revolutions Revolutions

Figure 5 - Synchronous Revolutions

and from no load to full load respectively.
These RPM values vary widely from motor
design to design.
As the difference in speed between the rotor and the stator begins to decrease, the
voltage generated in the rotor is reduced.
The resultant current flow will be reduced to
some steady state value that is required to
maintain steady state torque. During steady
state operation of the motor, the torque generated by the motor is equal to the torque
being demanded by the load. Changes in
load will affect the speed.
For a load increase, the torque demand of
the load becomes greater than the torque
being supplied by the rotor. This causes the
rotor speed to slow and therefore, slip will
increase.
Torque will continue to increase at a slower
and slower rate until the torque of the rotor is again equal to the torque of the load.
As the rotor current increases this causes the
stator current to increase during the transient condition until the stator current levels
out at its new higher steady state value.
It is important to understand that the motor is, essentially, a transformer with a ro-
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tating secondary. As the
simplified circuit drawing
(Figure 4) illustrates, any
current consumed in the
rotor will be seen as a
load on the primary side
of the circuit, which is the
stator winding.

With this load current relationship of primary to secondary current,
any changes in the rotor current will also be
present in the stator current. By monitoring
the stator current the effects from the rotor
imbedded in the stator signals is seen. Industry software applies the complex algorithms
necessary to make these signals more meaningful for analysis.
Before understanding how rotor bar analysis
works, it is important to understand how the
rotor works with the stator, and the effect a
broken rotor bar has on the system. In this
explanation some very complex interactions
will be generalized to allow for conceptual
understanding.
Consider a two-pole motor operating at
60Hz and at some steady state load condition. The field developed in the stator will
make one revolution every 1/60th of a second
(3600RPM). The rotor is rotating at a speed
slightly slower than the synchronous field.
Let’s say it is rotating at 3590RPM and makes
one complete revolution every 1/59.83 of a
second. This means that the rotor will slip
behind the stator field by one degree for every revolution of the stator field, as seen in
Figure 5.
Think of two race cars on a circle track. How

Slip

rotorbar

S=

f

fund.

RPMsynch.

* (1-2 * s)
RPMoperat.

RPMsynch.

Figure 6 - Calculations of pulsation
frequency associated with rotor bar pass.

In our example, slip is (3600-3590)/3600 and
equals .00278. The frequency of any given
point passing the poles would be 60Hz x (12(.00278)) or 59.667Hz.

The Rotor Bar Effect on the Lower
Sideband Amplitude
When a broken bar is present within the rotor, current cannot flow through it, and therefore, it can no longer add its share of torque
to the rotors load burden. As the broken bar
passes under the pole it will effectively reduce the torque of the rotor for the period
of time it is under the field pole, in its torque
producing position. Since the torque of the
rotor is reduced slip is again introduced. As
the rotor slows and the slip is increased,
the voltage induced into the rotor is also
increased, and therefore, the current in the
good rotor bars will have to increase to produce the needed torque. This continues until
the torque of the motor is restored to equal
the torque of the load. When the broken bar
is in a position where its contribution is not
relied upon (traveling parallel to the lines of
flux), the torque of the motor will go up and
the opposite effect will be true. The beating
frequency at which this occurs is defined in
the equation in Figure 6. This analysis method is referred to in several ways - lower side
band analysis, pole pass frequency sideband
analysis, rotor bar signature analysis, as well
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Figure 7 - Frequency Amplitude Difference

as a few others. Regardless of the name, the
current spectrum surrounding the fundamental frequency is closely examined (see Figure
7) for the relative amplitude difference between the fundamental and what is referred
to as the rotor bar sideband frequency (Frotor). The amplitude increase at the Frotorbar is
bar
due to the added current drawn in the rotor
and also from the stator as the good bars attempt to make up for the one defective bar.

As the amplitude increases at the rotor
sideband frequency,
the amplitude difference
between
the
fundamental
frequency, and the
rotor bar frequency
will go down. As the
rotor bars break, and
the health of the rotor continues to decline, this difference
will also decline
over time as the
sideband frequency
becomes more and
more dominant in
the signal.

Torque Spectrum Analysis
The acquisition of torque ripple and the
analysis of the torque spectrum is a relatively
new addition in the realm of condition based
maintenance technology. By capturing the
real components of the current and deriving
the flux generated from voltage, a signal equal

to air gap torque is developed. Mechanical
information buried in a complex modulated
current signal can now be easily accessed
and interpreted for electrical and mechanical conditions. Mechanical conditions such
as faulty bearings, pump cavitations, loose
fan belts and even oil whirl have been successfully diagnosed with torque spectrum
analysis. Analyzing the torque spectrum is
also an effective tool for analyzing rotor bar
health. In fact, there are four frequencies
of interest that can be used in this regard.
Since the torque spectrum is not electrically
modulated like the current spectrum, it is
not necessary to perform sideband analysis
around the fundamental frequency. Instead,
the spectrum is analyzed in the same way as
a vibration spectrum. Look for frequencies
that naturally occur due to the forces that
generate them. This is much more intuitive
and natural than current spectrum analysis.
The frequencies of interest are:
1. Slip Frequency – The difference between
synchronous and rotor speed.
2. Rotational Frequency – The speed of
the rotor.

AN ECONOMIC RECOVERY PLAN
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- Denver Osthoff, Armstrong World Industries, Inc.
Presented at Ultrasound World IV, 2008

Learn how fast you can save with ultrasound!
Do you know exactly when your bearings need
lubrication? Find out with our Ultrasonic Bearing
Maintenance Guide.
To receive your FREE Bearing Maintenance
Guide, contact a UE Systems specialist:
800.223.1325
energy@uesystems.com
www.uesoundadvice.com/17rb

Technology. Tools.
Training. Resources.
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Figure 8 - Frequency Spectra Diagram

3. 6x Fundamental Frequency – The 6th
harmonic of the fundamental.
4. Rotor Bar Passing Frequency – The # of
rotor bars x Rotational Frequency
Each of these frequencies is identified in the
spectra shown in Figures 8 and 9.

Figure 9 - Expanded Spectra Diagram

Torque Spectrum
A Torque Spectrum Showing Slip Frequency
Peak and Two Multiples is shown in Figure 10.
The running speed peak for a two pole motor is very close to the fundamental frequency. For this reason increased load and/or increased spectral resolution is required for an
accurate analysis (see Figure 10).

Spectrum Analysis of Individual Phase
Currents
Analysis of the phase current in the spectrum domain reveals additional peaks of interest apart from the sideband frequencies
discussed earlier. Because there is a natural
6x turning speed peak in the torque, there
will be a 5th and 7th harmonics present in
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criticality. The presence of broken bars will cause an increase in overall
motor losses and a decrease in motor efficiency. The additional heat
generated from the added current will also further increase the rate
of insulation degradation in the stator. Taking routine data on your
motors, analyzing that data as described above and trending this data
over time will allow you the confidence to “make the right the call”.
Drew Norman is currently working with Baker Instrument Company,
an SKF Group company performing product training in the US and
Canada. He worked with General Electric for eight years in a variety
of roles including predictive maintenance technician, motor generator specialist and shop operations manager at the Tucson Service
Center. He has also worked in the pulp and paper industry as an
Equipment Management Program Coordinator, as well as trained
and served in the US Navy as a Journeyman Electrician and Nuclear
Operator.
Figure 10 - Increased Resolution for 2-Pole Motors

the current spectrum. This offset from the
6th harmonic is due to the natural modulation in the current signal. The presence of
significant 5th and 7th harmonics, coupled
with pole pass frequency sidebands, will indicate the presence of a rotor bar defect as
shown in Figure 11. The data imbedded in
the modulation signals surrounding the fundamental is valuable, but can be difficult to
analyze. Demodulation of the current is a
complex method that can be used to make
these signals more meaningful. Unfortunately, the demodulation method is typically limited in how far away from the fundamental it
can calculate.

Summing it all up
Today many instruments incorporate the use
of computer algorithms to automatically identify the frequency peaks of interest and the
amplitudes of these peaks to aid in analysis.
What appears to be a very challenging task
becomes quite simple with the aid of industrial designed software. Of the various methods put forth in this article, no single test will
definitively prove the presence of a rotor bar
defect. Understanding why these peaks are
where they are, and what is actually causing
the increases in amplitude, allows us to better
analyze the condition of our machines. The
use of these methods will also provide additional clarity to the vibration data. Luckily,
very few rotor bar defects lead to catastrophic
motor failure. All of the data analysis methods described in this article have trendable
indicators. Trend the relative amplitudes for
motors, compare these results to other motors of the same design, and make a educated
decision that is practical concerning motor
www.uptimemagazine.com

Figure 11 - Pole Pass Frequency Sideband
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Don’t Get Even, Get M.A.D.
Making the Decision to Make A Difference
by Phillip Slater

T

The impact of the Global Financial Crisis is being felt far and wide. Millions have lost their jobs, production has been cut, shifts dropped, overtime cancelled and budgets slashed. In this environment it is easy
to see how people get frustrated and angry. Angry that they lost their jobs through no fault of their own;
angry that their colleagues have been let go; angry that they are left to do the work without the manpower
that’s really required; angry that their carefully thought out plans are cancelled due to a sudden lack of funding;
angry that they are expected to produce results without adequate resources.

One response to this situation is to get even. That is,
stay angry, blame the world, work slowly, become mediocre, give up, stop striving for benchmarks, and stop
caring. And this is understandable, when it feels like
your family, friends and colleagues have been attacked
as the result of some Wall Street hubris. But getting
even is a vicious cycle. If things are bad, getting angry
and not caring can only make things worse.
A wise man once said, “It’s not what happens to you that
counts, it’s how you respond.” With the Global Financial
Crisis, rather than getting even, a better response is to
get M.A.D. That is, to Make A Difference. In fact, this
is exactly what is required now as we work our way out
of the current financial mess. While our hearts go out
to those families, friends and colleagues that have lost
their jobs, the rest of us must now work to ensure that
they have something to return to. We are, in effect,
the guardians of the future employment of our families,
friends, colleagues, and especially our kids.
Like many activities in management, maintenance and
engineering, Making A Difference is simple but not easy.
It requires action and courage. It requires us to look
forward and demonstrate leadership. It requires your
involvement and commitment.
To help you get started, let’s go over five key elements
for Making A Difference:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Be Optimistic
Think Long Term
Expand Your Sphere of Influence
Be Active Not Passive
Demonstrate Leadership

Be Optimistic
OK, so we all know that things have been pretty bad.
The credit crunch has led to the near collapse of many
industries and governments all over the world have been
injecting many hundreds of billions of dollars into economies through stimulus packages. But there is one thing of
which I am certain, and that is that we will recover.

Optimism is defined1 as ‘a tendency to look on the favorable side of events and to expect the most favorable
outcome’ and if you want to Make A Difference then you
need to be optimistic. Winston Churchill, the famous
British war time Prime Minister, said, ‘For myself, I am
an optimist, it doesn’t seem to be much use being anything else’ and I agree with him. You don’t need to be
optimistic in a Pollyanna2 way, but you do need to ‘expect the most favorable outcome’. If you are going to
get M.A.D, then you need to be motivated and there is
nothing less motivating than the gloom and doom of the
pessimist.
So, what is the basis of my optimism? Let’s look at Figure 1 on the following page. This chart shows the annual change in the growth in world trade between 1970
and 2009 and has several notable attributes.
Firstly, all the pessimists will notice that the dip in 2009
is the lowest point in nearly 30 years – by a long way. But
we already knew that. The interesting thing is that there
are three other major dips – 1975, 1982, and 2001- and
each is followed by periods of growth. The boom times
that we have been enjoying for the past seven or eight
years were preceded by the lowest growth for nearly 20
years. Another interesting point is that the chart continually goes up and down, there is a cycle at work here.
My conclusion: times are tough, but they will get better.
In preparation for that recovery we need to start Making
A Difference right now and that starts with being optimistic, not pessimistic or complacent.

Think Long Term
Obviously the recovery won’t happen tomorrow, and
even if it did, we probably wouldn’t recognize it for a
number of months (maybe it’s already started!). This
means that we need to think long term. In any case with
no budget or resources, it may be hard to have a short
term impact. So, you may not be able to get that new
CMMS or vibration unit or inventory software. But what
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do you influence? Your peers, your department, your company, your industry, and, of
course, yourself.
As a starting point, you influence your own
behavior. You decide if you want to Make A
Difference and how you will go about it. Next
you should be looking at how to stretch that
sphere to other areas. And remember that influence can be positive or negative but if you
are optimistic and thinking long term then
your influence needs to be positive.

Figure 1 – World Trade Growth Chart3

can you do? What is your plan B to improve
your operational results?
Thinking long term gives us a sense of purpose, it gives us something to work towards,
one step at a time. During a downturn it’s
about working on those things that we can
influence without money – culture, systems,
procedures, measures, reporting and the discipline of application.
Many people have been quoted as saying ‘why
waste a good recession?’ (I’m not sure who
said it first) and it’s hard to argue with that
sentiment. The best time to change is when
change is happening anyway, and that is right
now.
To Make A Difference think long term, and
look at the small things that you can change
in the way you and your company go about
things.
For example, in the area of engineering spares
management, here are a few ‘small things’ that
you can do to make a difference:
• Ensure that the storeroom locations are
labeled so the items can be found.
• Ensure that items are labeled and segregated so that they can be identified.
• Work on ensuring that records are maintained accurately so that they can be
managed with some degree of science.
• Identify your spares categories (e.g.
critical spares) so that everyone knows
which ones are important.
• Review your policies and procedures;
are they still relevant and are they
actually followed?
• Review the maintenance of your spares
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– will they perform when you need them?
Sure, these actions need time and energy but
they don’t need much money. Better still,
they can be worked on a little bit at a time.
None of these actions require a major project
if you are prepared to do the work gradually.
What they do need is some focus.

Expand Your Sphere of Influence
Now I can hear the gloom and doom merchants saying ‘I am just one person, what can
I do?’ What you can do is expand your sphere
of influence. Henry Ford is reported to have
said ‘if you think you can do something or you
think you can’t, in either case you’re probably
right’ so expanding your sphere of influence
starts with you believing that you can do it.
Let’s break that down.
Influence can be defined4 as ‘the capacity
of power of a person to
be a compelling force
on or produce effects
on the actions, behavior and opinions of
others’. Your sphere
of influence is how far
your influence stretches
beyond yourself. This
is shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.
While this figure shows
concentric circles you
can think of your sphere
of influence as a bubble
all around you. Think
above, below, beside,
in front, behind. Who

Some people have influence as a result of their
position. Presidents, CEOs, VPs all have influence because of their organizational roles but
that is not the sort of influence that I am talking about. I am talking about behavior and
actions. You see, people love to mimic other
people’s actions, but most of us don’t realize
it. So, if you consistently do the right thing
others will notice and you will influence their
behavior. If you consistently put up good,
positive ideas people will start coming to you
for good, positive ideas. It’s that simple.
There are plenty of high profile examples
of people that have exerted influence way
beyond their organizational roles. Think of
Gandhi peacefully protesting against the British in India. Think of Erin Brockovich bringing a chemical company to account in the US.
Think of Joanna Lumley influencing the British
Parliament to change its immigration laws.
But there are many, many more examples of
people influencing your industry, your company, your department and right now, you – you
just may not have recognized them.
Stop and think right now about things that
have changed around you. They could be

Figure 2 - Your Sphere of Influence
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health and safety initiatives that have saved
lives or minimized injuries. They could be
maintenance activities that have saved downtime and improved profitability. They could
be spares management initiatives that have
improved spares performance and saved millions in working capital. They could be any
number of things. The key is that each of
them will have started with one person asking
‘how can I get this done better’ and then influencing others to that way of thinking.

leadership. Not the leadership that comes
from a position on an organization chart but
the kind of leadership that comes from a person doing the right thing, showing the way
forward, guiding and directing. Much of this
is the informal leadership that comes from
what you do rather than who you are. Perhaps
John Quincy Adams said it best when he said,
‘If your actions inspire others to dream more,
learn more, do more, and become more, you
are a leader’.

Be Active not Passive

Conclusion

Too often people understand all the theory
and ideas, they agree with the sentiment,
they agree that something should be done
and then they wait for someone else to do it.
Making A Difference is all about being active,
not passive.

The Global Financial Crisis has given many
people a reason to complain, after all, the
circumstances were not of their making. But
we have a choice to make about the way we
respond to those circumstances. We can take
revenge by being resigned to our ‘fate’ or
we can take fate into our own hands and do
something to influence our outcomes. Follow
the advice of American entrepreneur, Jimmy
Dean who said, ‘I can’t change the direction
of the wind but I can adjust my sails to always
reach my destination.’

By now, I am sure that you can see that if
you are optimistic, thinking long term and
expanding your sphere of influence then you
need to be doing something. This means being vocal, talking with your peers, contributing in meetings, doing the research, getting
the numbers together – whatever needs to
be done.
It also means having the courage to be vocal with nay sayers and doom merchants. It
means catching people doing the right thing
and encouraging them further. It means correcting the people doing the wrong thing
rather than just talking behind their backs or
muttering as they walk away.
One of my favorite quotes is from George
Bernhard Shaw who said ‘The reasonable
man shapes himself to the world around him;
the unreasonable man shapes the world to
suit his needs. All progress therefore relies
on the unreasonable man.’ So, yes, sometimes being active and Making A Difference
means being unreasonable. And, yes, sometimes being unreasonable means being the
odd man out. But maybe that’s the whole
idea of Making A Difference, if you are doing
the same as everyone else then are you really
changing things?
People that make a difference do so by being
active, not passive. So don’t just sit there,
do something!

Demonstrate Leadership
All of the above actions really are the actions
of a leader, so Making A Difference is all about
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Ultimately the choice is yours: how will you
‘adjust your sails?’ Do you want to get even
or do you want to get M.A.D?
Phillip Slater is a Materials and Engineering
Spares Management Specialist and the developer of Inventory Process Optimization™.
He is the author of a number of management
books, including Smart Inventory Solutions,
A New Strategy for Continuous Improvement and The Optimization Trap. Phillip
utilizes the expertise and experiences built
up through nearly 25 years involvement in
maintenance and operations management
to assist select clients achieve significant
improvements in operations management
and inventory optimization. Contact Phillip
directly at pslater@InitiateAction.com or
visit the website www.InitiateAction.com
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Don’t Work Harder, Work Smarter
Making Operational Excellence a Reality
by Mike Bresko

H

as your company struggled to sustain its Lean, Six Sigma, or other initiative? Even if the initiative appears successful, does a closer look reveal that standard work is often not followed, front-line supervisors don’t exhibit the behaviors required to sustain the improvements, and the culture hasn’t really
changed? This article aims squarely at understanding the root cause of these problems, and providing a
solution that builds a culture of ongoing operational excellence.

Competition is fierce, especially during these challenging
economic times, and companies have to improve performance of their processes.
Most companies adopt, or attempt to adopt, methods such
as Lean Manufacturing, Six Sigma, Total Quality Management, Total Productive Maintenance, and a host of others.
Unfortunately, studies show a poor record of success of
sustaining reliable operations. Often, serious backsliding
occurs. Or, if the implementation appears successful, a
deeper look reveals that employees don’t always follow
standard work, supervisors don’t know how to reinforce
standard routines, and managers seem to prefer to move
onto the next initiative. The forces against sustaining process improvements are strong and relentless. The result is
cost and quality well below process potential.
This article describes the Work-Harder Syndrome, the
root cause of backsliding. It then introduces the Pathway
to Operational Excellence and the Business System; which
together can create quantum-leap improvement in key operating parameters, assure quality and productivity daily,
enhance the capabilities of front-line supervision and associates, and build a culture of operational excellence.

The Importance of Process Improvement
All industries are under intense financial pressure right
now. Press releases frequently announce red ink, bankruptcies, and industry consolidation. Which companies
will survive? Will the survivors’ return on shareholders’
equity actually exceed the return from a money market
fund?
Today, perhaps more than ever, companies must improve
safety, reduce total cost, meet shorter delivery cycles,
and meet more stringent quality requirements. Even the
more-competitive companies must improve. As Will Rogers said, “Even if you are on the right track, you’ll eventually get run over if you sit there.”
In today’s economic environment, companies adopt various approaches to balance the books. One approach is to
downsize via slashing headcount, divesting non-strategic
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assets and closing plants. A second approach hopes to
achieve cost and competitiveness improvement via merging or acquiring. A third approach is to become more
competitive by improving the efficiency and effectiveness
of the company’s processes.
While each approach has its place, the one that most improves a company’s ability to compete is the third – improving the company’s processes. Why is this? First, a
company that operates its processes most efficiently has a
clear advantage. For example, Southwest Airlines has simplified its processes for maintenance, spare parts management, training, and gate turnaround, allowing it to earn
money while its competitors lose billions of dollars. Second, a company that has well-managed and understood
processes can transfer its production and maintenance
knowledge quickly to companies that it might acquire.
For example, Alcoa applies its Business System to companies that it acquires to quickly improve their performance.
Third, the downsizing approach is, at best, an effort to
retrench. It buys time, and may even stop the red ink, but
it doesn’t fundamentally strengthen the company.

The Challenge
Management of operating, maintenance, and office processes to achieve world-class levels of excellence is the
best way for companies to compete. Recognizing this,
many companies embark on various process improvement
initiatives. They adopt methods such as Business Process
Re-engineering, Total Quality Management (TQM), Small
Group Activities, Total Productive Maintenance (TPM),
Lean Manufacturing, Six Sigma, Open Book Management,
Enterprise Resource Planning, Computerized Maintenance
Management Systems, and a host of others.
As previously mentioned, there is a poor record of success.
An Arthur D. Little survey indicated that only one-third of
managers felt that their programs had any competitive
impact. A McKinsey study found that two-thirds of corporate improvement programs grind to a halt because they
failed to produce the hoped-for results. Research at MIT
by Nelson P. Repenning and John D. Sterman discovered
that despite spending nearly $100 billion during 1997 on
oct/nov 2009

implementing these types of methods, and notwithstanding dramatic success in a few companies, efforts to implement such methods generally failed to produce significant results.1, 2
It seems that research now proves what people
in many, maybe most, companies have experienced. Each new method that comes around
will soon pass – it’s just the flavor of the month.
Many employees think that if they just keep
their heads down and do what they’ve been
doing, they’ll be all right – this too will pass.
There are problems with this type of thinking.
First, if companies keep doing what they’ve
been doing, they’ll get what they’ve been getting – and that is insufficient in this competitive
environment. Second, it is wrong. Although it
is true that many companies fail to achieve expected results, a number of careful studies now
demonstrate that companies making a serious
commitment to the disciplines and methods
associated with what we call Sustained Reliable
Operations, outperform their competitors.2, 3
Companies have at their disposal a host of
methods that will improve performance. However, performance doesn’t improve. What is
happening? Repenning and Sterman conclude
that the ability to learn about these methods is
not a barrier. There are a number of books, articles, and consultants available to help companies understand any of these methods. People
in companies know what to do; they just can’t
get it done. Or, if they can get it done, they
can’t get it to last. The challenge is implementing these methods to create lasting improvement.

The Root of the Challenge – The Work
Harder Syndrome
Why are methods to improve performance so
difficult to implement; and why, if implemented, are the results so difficult to sustain? Solve
this problem and unlock the key to sustainable
competitive advantage.
Performance of a process depends on two factors: time spent working and the capability of
the process to do that work. Process output
can be improved by dedicating additional effort to work or to improvement — work harder or work smarter. Working harder produces
immediate results; however, learning to work
smarter produces the more sustainable improvement in output, and increases the capability of that process to produce higher output
into the future. Working smarter requires time
to study the process, understand problems, and
implement changes. Studies show that achievwww.uptimemagazine.com

ing results on improving a relatively simple
process, such as the yield of machines in a job
shop, is on the order of a few months, while
improving complex processes such as product
development can take several years.4
Working harder to achieve the same improvement in output requires cutting back on
planned maintenance, training, and other activities. Working harder actually causes capability
to slowly deteriorate. Given competitive pressures and the need for quick results, pressure
to work harder is immense, leaving little or no
time to invest in working smarter.

How Successful Companies Beat the
Challenge
As we noted above, the forces working against
successful process improvement are strong
and relentless. Still, some companies have produced dramatic results. How?
To combat these forces, successful companies
must have equally strong countermeasures.
Our study indicates that successful companies
have a system. Let’s consider two companies
that are voted among the most highly admired
in business:
• GE’s Annual Report states that GE’s Operating System is its learning culture – in essence the operating software of the company. Although GE is famous for Six Sigma,
what most people don’t realize is that the
rest of the operating system was a key ingredient for the success of Six Sigma at GE is.
• Toyota’s well-known Toyota Production
System is the benchmark for manufacturing
operations. It includes tools such as
Kanban and Single Minute Exchange of
Dies, but also includes less-noticed elements that engage employees and turn
them into problem-solvers who continually
improve process performance.5
• Baldrige National Quality Award winners
outperform the S&P 500 threefold. To win,
each of the companies had to demonstrate
an interlocking set of processes from
understanding customer needs to engaging
employees to operating practices. In short,
they had a system.

These companies organize and integrate various tools and methods into their own system.
The tools and methods that make up these systems interact in a harmonious, orderly way.

A Recipe for Success
In this section, we describe key ingredients for

establishing and operating a successful system,
and apply them to a selected process. These
ingredients help to break the forces resisting
change. The first ingredient is a clear pathway
to achieve excellence; the second is a system
for managing and operating the business.

Pathway to Excellence
Companies need a roadmap to guide their
managers and associates during the implementation of a methodology. Our experience
suggests that following four key stages for
implementing a major process improvement
initiative.
Define the Opportunity — This stage defines
the gap between current performance and industry benchmarks and company potential.
Quantifying this gap provides the motivation
for change. Benchmarking is a key method for
defining the gap; however, comparisons to criteria such as Baldrige, Shingo, and others also
provide useful insight.
Develop Leadership and Set Priorities — This
stage starts with educating leadership on the
approach and benefits of the methodology,
be it TPM, Lean, Six Sigma, or something else.
Then, leaders can determine the best plan for
implementation and set goals for results. As
the rollout begins, the leaders must take an active role in the application of the methodology
and build their depth of knowledge. Eventually, all employees must achieve competency
with the methodology. Employee competency
is often overlooked, or cut short, due to the
work-harder syndrome.
Mobilize the Organization and Create the Infrastructure for Change — This stage provides
the horsepower to implement the change. The
most effective approach is to assign employees
full time to an improvement office. Ideally,
these employees will represent a cross section
of the organization. A full-time assignment assures that they will not be pulled into the urgent
requirements of daily operations. Members of
the improvement office become highly skilled
with the technical aspects of the methodology
and become skilled facilitators of change. They
develop material to communicate and educate
all employees and provide hands-on resources
for implementing productivity improvements.
Implement the Methodologies and Sustain Results — Education and infrastructure are meaningless without results. An excellent approach
to implementation is to select an initial application area. An initial application area is a critical process for the business that will serve as a
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model of the methodology’s application. The
application must be thorough, not half way.
During this phase, apply the appropriate tools
of Lean, Six Sigma, Maintenance and Reliability
Systems (TPM), the Quality System, and exploit
technology. Also during this phase, make the
cultural changes necessary to sustain improved
process performance. Later in this article, we
describe Goal Deployment and Daily Management, systems that are important success factors during this phase.
Strive for Excellence — Many hurdles occur
along this pathway. The root of these hurdles
is the work-harder syndrome. Companies
don’t have time to clearly define the opportunity, resulting in weak goals, little drive, and
no “what’s in it for me.” Leaders don’t have
time to develop their knowledge and skills,
resulting in uncertain leadership. Companies
don’t invest in an improvement office, resulting
in too little energy available for improvement.
Organizations within the companies do the
minimum possible during the implementation
(just enough to appear “on board” and to stay
out of trouble), resulting in inadequate standardization and education on the improved
procedures.
Remember, good is the enemy of great — being good enough is not good enough in today’s
competitive environment. Make sure that all
employees understand the best-in-class performance for their processes. Create a culture
that strives to become world class.

The Business System
The second ingredient to break the work-harder syndrome is a clear, well-articulated Business
System. This is often missed, and is the secret
ingredient. There are three subsystems in the
Business System. Although they are described
separately, there is considerable interrelationship among them.
Leadership and Goal Deployment System
— This system sets the direction for the company’s strategy, establishes and deploys goals
and means to achieve the goals via an annual
action plan, and assures accomplishment of the
plan. Recognizing that resources for process
improvement are at a premium, this system
demands focus on only a very few critical objectives and unleashes resources to accomplish
those objectives. This system is aimed at quantum-leap improvement.
Daily Management System — This system assures that daily output requirements are met
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and that process output reliably meets quality requirements. A core practice of the Daily
Management System is the Standard Work Process. Recognizing the tendency for processes
to go out of control or for performance to deteriorate, this process sets standards, assures the
standards are followed, takes countermeasures
when deviations occur, and learns from those
mistakes. This system is aimed at standardization and incremental improvement.

Operating System
This system begins with an operating philosophy, such as Lean Manufacturing, and applies the principles of the philosophy to the
company’s operations. Companies choose to
produce in large batches or with minimal inventory. Companies choose to run to failure or
to assure equipment reliability via autonomous
maintenance and planned maintenance. The
Daily Management System is what managers,
supervisors, and team leaders do to assure that
the operating system runs as expected. The
operating system is how the operations are accomplished.
Many companies practice some parts of these
three subsystems. Companies do set goals (or
at least budgets), they do assure daily output
requirements are met, and they have a way of
operating even if it is poorly defined. However, few companies have consciously developed
their Business System.
In our experience, three gaps are common:
• Goal deployment is diffused, with too
many goals spreading resources too thinly.
• Daily management is only focused on
meeting output requirements, and little
or no effort is placed on assuring that
standards are followed.
• Operating system implementation is
only surface deep.
As an example, how these gaps apply to maintenance processes is explored in the next section. However, the example could just as easily
be for manufacturing or service operations.

An Example – The Reality for
Maintenance Processes
Maintenance is often considered a necessary
evil. Product has to be produced and delivery
promises kept. Planned downtime for maintenance clearly decreases output while the equipment is down, but does it really result in more
total output? Given the pressure to produce,
the work-harder syndrome takes effect. The
simple solution is to let equipment problems
set priorities. The machine isn’t working so fix

it — fast. If it isn’t broken, don’t mess with it.
Unfortunately, maintenance costs are too high
and equipment is unreliable. Something has to
be done.
Imagine one manager in a company deciding
to implement TPM. He or she can turn to many
sources to learn about the 12-step process for
implementation.6 The first steps prepare the
company for TPM by educating, creating an
organizational structure for promotion, setting goals, and developing a master plan. The
next step begins implementation with a kick
off. The remaining steps implement practices
such as autonomous maintenance and planned
maintenance, and improve critical equipment
effectiveness. Learning about TPM is easy
enough, just like Repenning and Sterman said
it would be.
This manager learns that the first year of a typical TPM master-implementation plan is consumed by preparation such as establishing a
committee, benchmarking, assigning coordinators, providing overview training, and developing a strategy. The work-harder syndrome and
the urgent need to do something take control,
and the manager decides to shortcut preparation. Now, let’s jump ahead in time and look at
progress on one of the 12 steps — set up and
implementation of autonomous maintenance.
Some areas have accomplished an initial cleaning, placed autonomous maintenance boards,
established inspection checklists and routes,
and placed visual controls. Good job — even a
casual observer can see the difference.
Now, move ahead six months and look into
the same area. If our manager is from a typical
company, you’ll still see some evidence of the
autonomous maintenance effort such as the autonomous maintenance boards and the checklists. However, looking closer reveals that the
inspection forms haven’t been completed for
several months and the equipment condition is
just about what it was before the initiative.
What caused this to happen? First, top management hadn’t aligned to use autonomous
maintenance as a means to accomplish their
business plans, specifically equipment reliability improvement. There was no real focus and
no management follow up. In short, a goal deployment system wasn’t used. Next, we might
observe that the supervisors in the area didn’t
really understand autonomous maintenance
other than that there were checklists that had
to be completed. They didn’t know what to
do to help assure that the operators followed
the autonomous maintenance procedures.
When another operator was assigned to the
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area, the supervisor didn’t have the time or the
knowledge to provide training. In short, a daily
management system wasn’t in place to assure
sustainability.
Competitive pressures drive managers to press
for immediate results that are most easily
achieved by working harder. Little time is given to fundamentally changing the culture and
establishing the new method as the way that
work is accomplished. The result is a splashy
rollout, some initial and visible results, and
little else. Maybe they’ll try again in another
year.
Why are methods to improve performance so
difficult to implement; and why, if implemented, are the results so difficult to sustain? Solve
this problem and unlock the key to sustainable
competitive advantage.

Conclusions
Making process improvement is challenging.
The pressure to do more with less engages the
work-harder syndrome. In spite of the challenges, performance has to improve or the
company’s survival is at risk. Here’s a guide for
successful process improvement:
• Understand that the work-harder
syndrome places powerful forces against
process improvement.
• Recognize the work-harder syndrome,
believe that working smarter is better than
working harder, and focus on a precious
few improvement goals.
• Follow the Pathway to Excellence. Each
phase is necessary. However, don’t complete each phase perfectly before moving
onto the next. Instead, iterate by adopting
and repeating a learn-do-check cycle.
• Begin building a Business System. Start
by setting and clearly deploying very few
goals for improvement and establishing
methods for setting and sustaining
standard practices.
• Apply a methodology (e.g., 5S, Lean, Six
Sigma, TPM) to make improvements, but
be absolutely certain to set clear standards
during implementation of new procedures.
• Put follow-up audits in place to review
progress on the plan and to assure that
standards are followed.
• Develop competency in the front-line
associates and supervisors so that the
system becomes self-sustaining.
• Expect to work incredibly hard.
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Keep the payoff in sight – an operation where
things gone wrong are a distant memory and
the operations run smoothly.
Mike Bresko is a Lean Six Sigma Master who
coaches and instructs practitioners, front-line
associates, and executives; and guides clients to
accomplishing and sustaining operational excellence. He has performed both Lean Six Sigma
as well as Maintenance and Reliability conversion projects; and is an experienced senior-level
executive who is also a hands-on practitioner
of process excellence. Mike has 30 years of
industrial experience, 15 being at Alcoa and
the last 13 being with GPAllied or its parent.
While at Alcoa, Mike held positions in product
engineering, strategic planning, internal consulting, and as President, Alcoa-Zepf and Global
Manager, Packaging Equipment where he took
a hand-on approach to slash product lead times
60% and product development times 40-60%,
and improve the reliability of Alcoa’s packaging equipment. While a consultant, Mike
has worked with a wide variety of industries
from automotive to smelting, insurance, and
high tech. Mike has benchmarked world-class
companies and published papers or books on
5S, Goal Deployment, Lean Transformations,
Lean Reliability Culture, Daily Management, and
Reliability Excellence. He holds B.S. and M.S.
degrees in Civil Engineering from Carnegie-Mellon University and an M.B.A. from the University
of Pittsburgh. Mike is currently Principal Advisor at GPAllied, and can be reached at 206-4840816 or mbresko@gpallied.com
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There’s Something In The Air
Part 2: The Many Uses of Contact Ultrasound
by Thomas J Murphy, C.Eng

T

he use of ultrasound as a predictive tool has been with us for over 35 years. Yet, despite its vintage, the
use – and, indeed the understanding – of this technology is still not widespread. This article continues an
exploration of airborne ultrasound applications that we started in the June/July issue. In this article, I will
explain how, just by changing from an airborne sensor to a contact probe, we can use ultrasonic inspection in
a myriad of mechanical applications.

Things To Keep In Mind
Ultrasound listens to frequencies above the range of human hearing – most frequently in the region between
30-40kHz. Ultrasound is great for listening to friction
and to impacting. If I carry out an FMEA exercise and
determine that friction or impacting are likely indicators
of failure, then ultrasound is the ideal detection tool.
Clearly, the detection of these types of behavior is not
limited to rotating equipment, and so, neither is ultrasound. It should be equally clear that some defects will
be trendable, in other words there will be a progressive
deterioration, and some will be binary, the defect is either there or not.
The dBμV scale continues to be misunderstood. The
depth of this misunderstanding is best indicated when
people talk about trending. Only a few weeks ago, I
heard about a presentation where, to paraphrase, it
was stated that 72dB was 20% higher than 60dB. This is
probably incorrect. In the case of an instrument using a
dBμV scale and a decibel calculation of 20log10 (V1/V0),
this 12dB difference would correspond to a factor of 4,
which is 300% not 20%.
When we look at a trend we automatically perform
these ratio calculations between the new reading and
the previous reading. This ratio calculation is invalid
when using a decibel scale. It is the absolute dB change
which is important. When using a 20log scale, the difference between 20 and 26 is the same as the difference
between 60 and 66, namely 6dB which is a doubling of
amplitude.
To make matters worse, only a few suppliers in the world
of ultrasound actually quote the reference value upon
which their dB scale is based. This allows for a significant amount of confusion – a confusion which has, sadly,
been exploited by some salesmen. It goes like this: take
a reading with two instruments and the one with the
higher reading must be more sensitive. Not necessarily
so. If I were to take a measurement with an instrument
measuring in dBμV and then re-scaled the instrument
to read in dBnV, my voltage reading would increase by
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a factor of 1,000 which is 60dB. Have I changed the
sensitivity? No, I haven’t. All I have done is re-scale my
reading. So if one system is measuring in dBμV and the
other is measuring in dBbananas, how can you possibly
conclude that one is more sensitive than the other, just
because the reading is higher? Neat trick, but it really is
just that – a trick.
Another thing to keep in mind is variable frequency
ranges. Lots of manufacturers allow the user to change
the mixer frequency setting in the heterodyning circuitry (read Part 1 if that meant nothing to you). This was,
and still is, most useful for trying to tune out the narrow frequency range of a parasitic airborne noise that
is drowning out the broader frequency range generated
by an air leak. The air leak will have energy of this much
broader region, so my moving away from the parasitic
noise, you should still be able to pick up the air leak.
To apply the same approach to a contact measurement
is much more dangerous. First, the frequency response
of the typical contact sensor is not as wide as the typical airborne sensor – in fact some designs these days
are resonant giving a stable, high sensitivity of a fixed
and narrow bandwidth. Secondly, the transmission of
the high frequency ultrasound can vary with frequency
and, lastly, the frequency range of the ultrasound source
is unknown. This all means that comparison of measurements taken at different frequencies is not a good
idea. Some ultrasound systems allow you to change the
frequency range in a discovery mode only while others
allow you to store data captured at these uncontrolled
frequencies. Combine this lack of control with multiple
users and you have recipe for confusion.
Ultrasound is evolving. There is considerable interest
these days in the diagnostic capabilities of ultrasound.
Apply signal processing principles to ultrasound and you
have a very powerful analysis tool which will complement vibration analysis.

Applications
Valves (Blockage, Leakage and Cavitation) — Valves play
an important part in plants and valves come in all sorts
oct/nov 2009

of shapes and sizes. There are some common
failure modes in valves which are detectable
using contact ultrasound - namely, blockage,
leakage and cavitation.
Ultrasound is great for listening to friction,
turbulence and impacting. When fluid flows
in a pipe or through a valve, the fluid molecules rub against the side wall of the pipe or
valve. This rubbing, synonymous with flow,
generates ultrasound.
By applying a contact ultrasound sensor to a
pipe, and depending upon the material that
pipe is made of, it is possible to hear fluid
flow in that pipe. By implication therefore,
the absence of flow – a blockage – is also audible (or not, if you see what I mean).
The ability to detect very low levels of flow,
leaks, depends upon many factors. The material of the pipe or valve, the true sensitivity of
the ultrasound system, the pressure in the fluid and the type of valve will all have an impact
upon the audibility of an internal valve leak.
Cavitation in valves, just as in pumps, can be
devastatingly destructive. Cavitation is associated with the formation and then collapse
of vapor bubbles in a flowing fluid. It is the
collapse of the bubbles which is destructive.
Physicists tell us that when a bubble collapse
it creates a jet. These jets can have velocities
of 100m/s (over 200mph) which will generate
pressures at the impact surface in excess of
1,000N/mm². These events take place in fractions of a second. The cumulative effect is
damaging to the impact surface, the valve or
the impellor of a pump. These events however
do generate quite large ultrasonic signatures,
probably making valve cavitation the easiest
of the three defects to detect.
Internal Leaks in Cylinders — Following on
from valve leakage, comes internal leakage
in hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders. Operational failure of cylinders can range from being
a nuisance to being the cause of catastrophic
failure and perhaps even the loss of life.
Cylinder inspections in situ, in operation, is
therefore highly desirable, but in many cases,
access is limited, or the plant is noisy. So
there is no easy way of knowing if a cylinder
is passing.
An ultrasonic detector with a contact sensor
does not pick up the ambient audible noise.
It if focused purely on a narrow range of inaudible ultrasound. The hissing sound of a
passing cylinder is quite distinct against this
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background noise.
Some companies have become so successful
using contact ultrasound in this way that they
have prepared detailed written procedures
for their maintenance people to follow. Their
test procedures not only cover troubleshooting methods, but also recommendations for
routine data collection on cylinders which allows the maintenance team to build up that
all-important sensitivity to change. In this
way, the onset of a leaking cylinder is handled
within their predictive maintenance regime in
much the same way as they would look after
their bearings.
Steam Traps — Steam traps are a commonly
used automatic valve. Steam systems have a
very important role to play in the operation
of many plants as well. Despite this important role, so many organizations have little inhouse maintenance in place to maintain these
assets.
Frequently, the only care the steam system
gets is an annual inspection by an outside contractor or supplier. Of course, this is better
than nothing, but routine inspection of steam
traps by your own maintenance people can
save a fortune in terms of steam loss, water
consumption, chemical consumption and energy.
It is not uncommon to find production processes faltering because the steam heating or
cooking system cannot reach or maintain a
required temperature. Once again, the same
ultrasonic inspection tool with the same contact sensor comes to the rescue.
Contact ultrasound, in conjunction with temperature measurement, is the industry standard method of inspecting steam traps. Listening to the ultrasound signal generated by a
healthy steam trap, you will hear the trap collect some mixture of condensate and air and
then you will hear the steam trap discharge.
The amount of time it takes for an individual
trap to collect and to purge varies widely.
Some traps will cycle more than once per minute while other traps may take over 10 minutes to collect. A detailed knowledge of the
steam system being tested is, therefore, vital
to the success of this inspection procedure.
Traps tend to fail in fairly simple modes – stuck
open or stuck shut. There are some subtleties
of course, but we will save that discussion for
another time. The common aspect of both
of these failure modes is the lack of change
when you are listening. A passing trap will
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For many years now, Ultrasound has been
providing a way forward – a means of greasing rolling element bearings on demand and
to ensure that the bearing being greased receives only the amount of grease required and
no more.
This is an ideal application for trending ultrasound. As friction increases in the bearing,
the ultrasound produced will also increase. It
is not entirely so simple, because an increase
in friction can be caused by too much, just as
easily as by too little, lubrication.
Paul Klimuc, a well-known personality in the
world of ultrasound, has a wonderful analogy
which compares lubrication with walking in
a swimming pool. To paraphrase, there are
three states:

Figure 1 - Signals from two different steam traps. It is clear that the collect
and purge cycles of the two are completely different.

generate a constant loud noise caused by the
turbulence and noisy steam. A blocked trap
will make almost no noise – just the mechanical noises carried in the pipework itself.
As with all predictive processes, success lies in
sensitivity to change. The more data there is
defining the normal operating condition, the
more likely you are to spot a small change indicating the onset of failure.
One common criticism of this inspection procedure is that it is subjective – that it requires
an “experienced” ear to discern good and bad
operation. There is a small amount of truth
to this. The process has been subjective thus
far, primarily because of the absence of any
methods for objectively recording the dynamic signal associated with the collect and
purge cycle. The newest generation of ultrasound technology has evolved to overcome
this problem. Using advanced signal processing allows this type of instrument to record
events of virtually any desired length. This
scalable, digital data acquisition means that
an entire cycle, or even multiple cycles, can
be recorded and then objectively compared.
For example, in Figure 1, you can see that the
peak amplitude is virtually the same, but the
nature of the collect and purge cycles is totally
different. With these measurements, we now
have baselines and objective peer comparison
to add to just listening.
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Bearing Lubrication — In some respects, it
seems that bearing lubrication has not altered
much in the last two millennia–Roman historians document using animal fat to lubricate
cart wheels for instance. Sadly, while lubricant
technology has improved quite significantly
from animal fats to organic oils to synthetics,
via additives on the way, the way we use these
highly sophisticated compounds has not really
changed at all.

Figure 2 - “When the grease comes out
through the side” is still considered
an appropriate answer to the age old
question, “How much grease?”

Excessive lubrication probably kills more
bearings than under lubrication. It certainly
increases rather than decreases the friction in
the bearing.

1. The pool is empty, you can walk up and
down but you cannot slide.
2. There is a thin film of water on the bottom, now you slip when you walk – you
are aquaplaning, and you might even be
able to slide from the shallow end to the
deep end
3. The pool is full, you cannot slide on the
bottom and the drag caused by the water
makes walking very difficult.
This simple analogy beautifully illustrates the
difference between a dry bearing, an optimally lubricated bearing and an over lubricated
bearing.
There is a need for trending in this application. Where does the myth that all bearings
consume grease at the same rate originate?
Nobody really knows and yet this myth is continually propagated in industry. If it is a myth,
how does time-based lubrication work? How
much grease does that specific bearing need?
It’s an impossible question to answer without
measurement. If you have not calibrated your
grease guns, how much grease are you putting in? It’s starting to look a little bit too
random, isn’t it?
Consider the ultrasound alternative. Measurement on each bearing, trending the results and
only applying grease to those bearings which
measurably need it. To go one step further,
to answer the big “how much?” question, you
can use the same ultrasound system.
By listening to a bearing with an ultrasound
system, you can hear and measure the benefit
of the grease going into the bearing. With a
simple procedure you can follow the improvement down to that optimum point, that sweet
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listen only for those high frequency phenomena, while ignoring the rest of the background
noise generated in the gearbox, gives this approach a clear advantage over vibration.
I have already discussed cavitation in this article – a common destroyer of pump impellors.
In Part 1 (June/July Issue), I also discussed using airborne ultrasound to listen to the rubbing in a misaligned coupling and the chatter
of a loose coupling.

Figure 3 - A classic before and after ultrasound signal when lubricating a bearing.

spot, where you have an optimally lubricated
bearing.
Many might say, “It takes too long to do
that!” Oh, Really? Consider the time and the
cost spent in incorrectly, infrequently and/or
sporadically over greasing bearings with the
consequent consumption of grease and time
spent replacing bearings which have prematurely failed. Compare this with the time
spent gathering routine ultrasound data,
trending that data and applying the optimum
amount of grease only to those bearings that
need it.
Does it really take too long? No, not really.
You will save time and money with the consequent reduction in grease consumption and
the extended bearing life.
Using the signal analysis approach to bearing
lubrication allows us to produce time signals
like the one shown in Figure 3 that I recorded
during one ultrasound lubrication procedure
implementation training exercise. How’s that
for a before and after?
Slow Speed Bearings — This topic was cov-

ered in some depth in the Aug/Sept issue of
this magazine. To summarize, since ultrasound is listening to friction and to impacting, the rotational speed of the shaft is not
really significant. In my own experience,
bearings with rotational speeds below 1rpm
can be inspected and defects identified with
ultrasound in a matter of minutes, compared
with the hours required to do the same with
specialized vibration analysis equipment.
Here once again, the use of scalable time
signals gives us the opportunity to perform
a peer comparison to identify the potential
defects.
Motors, pumps, gearboxes, soft foot (before
and after) — Apart from the (hopefully now)
obvious applications for contact ultrasound,
there are many other potential defects which
can be identified or investigated.
There is a lot of work underway using ultrasound, particularly using dynamic ultrasound,
as an inspection tool for gearboxes. Once
again, we are listening for two possible problems – friction (tooth rubbing) and impacting
(chipped tooth). The ability of ultrasound to

The two signals in Figure 4 highlight another advantage to scalable dynamic data – the
before and after. This is actually a soft foot
problem on a fan bearing. As usual, this boils
down to a bad design. The bearing was on
a plinth, there was no hole cut in the long
side of the plinth, only in the short side underneath the pulley. This was the non-driven
bearing, roughly 1 meter away from the front
face where the opening was. One man with
normal length arms could therefore not reach
underneath with a wrench to hold the retaining nut of the bearing housing and at the same
time tighten the bolt from above – the result:
soft foot.
While performing a contact ultrasound inspection of the fan bearings (again during an
implementation training exercise), an abnormal noise could be heard on this bearing – a
noise not present on the drive end bearing. It
was not the usual hissing or crackling noise
associated with poor lubrication. It was a clatter, and obviously a periodic noise. Capturing
the time signal and analyzing it showed the
repetition frequency related to the shaft rotational speed. Closer inspection with feeler
gauges showed that the clatter was caused by
impacts of the loose bearing housing either
against the bolt head or against the plinth.
The repair was a two-man job. But it was only
tightening a bolt.
A further scalable time signal and we have

Figure 4 - The signal on the left was measured before corrective procedures on a soft foot defect, and the signal on the right
was measured after the fix. Again, contact ultrasound is an effective technology for this type of before and after comparison.
www.uptimemagazine.com
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an example of one of the nicest comparisons
there is in the predictive world – a before and
after comparison of a successful repair.
Electrical Inspections — Even within the electrical distribution world, contact ultrasound
has been recognized as a useful tool.
Some years ago, EPRI produced a document
which indicated applications for ultrasound in
high voltage electrical applications and particularly associated with transformers. One of

these applications was incredibly simple – use
an ultrasound system with a contact probe
to listen for the impacts generated by loose
parts in the tank.

which such an ultrasound signal could escape.
In which case, it is recommended to use contact
ultrasound either on the door or on the side of
the panel to hear what is happening inside.

Ultrasound has an important role to play in supporting infrared inspections in electrical panels
too. Airborne ultrasound is frequently used to
listen for arcing or tracking inside a panel or
cubicle. If that panel is watertight however, it
is unlikely that there will be an air gap through

Procedurally, this is quite simple and akin to
a visit with your general family practitioner
where a stethoscope is used against your chest
to listen to your heart and breathing. For electrical panels, a magnetic contact sensor works
perfectly. Position the sensor in the centre of
the panel and, with headphones in place, adjust the sensitivity (amplification) of your detector. Ultrasound produced by an electrical
fault is typically an airborne phenomenon however we know from acoustics that sound, and
ultrasound, can transfer from one medium to
another. So tracking or arcing inside a panel
starts out as airborne ultrasound, and the direct and reverberant components of this sound
inside the panel make it possible for ultrasound
sensors to capture part of the signal produced
by the electrical fault as these tiny signals induce a corresponding vibration in the door or
walls of the panel.
Normally the inside of panels should be quiet,
or some behave in a rhythmic manner as contactors come in and out. Listen for tell-tale buzzing, crackling, and popping signals consistent
with arcing, tracking, or even corona discharge
if the voltage is high enough. Now measure
the dBμV of the signal. The SDT170 detector I
have used will read anywhere from -5dBμV to
+5dBμV for a quiet panel and if there is something unusual going on inside expect readings
as high as 15dBμV.
As a brief aside, many people ask me why their
SDT devices read a negative value. There is a
simple answer to that. The decibel reference
for this manufacturer is published and well
known as 1μV = 0dB. If the panel is quiet and
the sensor were only producing ½μV for example, this would correspond to -6dBμV.
If a high reading is detected and anomalies
heard in the headset you may want to capture
a dynamic signal and analyze in the time and
frequency domain to determine the type and
severity of the problem. Since electrical panels are often named and categorized for the
purpose of maintenance, why not set up a systematic survey of all panels and capture static
(dBμV) data on an interval basis and dynamic
(5-10 second signal recording) data for those
displaying potential problems?

Conclusion
Contact ultrasound has a wide variety of applioct/nov 2009

cations in the world or maintenance. It can be
applied at a very simple level - touch a probe
to a surface and listen - or it can be applied at
a much higher level as a diagnostic tool. Many
times I encounter power users of other PdM
technologies (Vibration/Infrared/ Oil Analysis),
but find a general lack of understanding in the
differences between contact ultrasound and
contact vibration. My explanation starts by going back to understanding the benefit of FMEA
in predictive maintenance programs. What is
the point of unfocussed data collection? Why
take readings to look for problems that may not
be detectable using that particular method?

like glue. But Fourier’s mathematics were
fundamentally based on periodic signals. It is
quite common to see vibration measurements
where the spectrum has clearly been wrongly
applied. So, if your FMEA suggests that defects
will be detectable as random, transient events
or as high frequency noise, your trusty magmount sensor and FFT are not very likely to
find them.

Vibration accelerometers are capable of measuring acceleration over a huge range of amplitudes and frequencies. In my early years in
vibration measurement, I used to work with
accelerometers with a mounted resonant frequency of 500kHz and a measurement range
of over 100,000g. In the world of predictive
maintenance, most people are using an accelerometer on a magnet with a mounted resonant frequency of perhaps 5kHz. How do you
measure an event occurring in the 20-50kHz
region with such a sensor?

Understanding the difference between ultrasound and vibration measurements makes all
the difference in the world when it comes to
applying the right technology for the right task.
Knowing that vibration is normally good for repetitive events, when and where should it be
applied? Knowing that ultrasound is normally
good for random or transient events, when and
where should it be applied?

The vibration world is stuck to the spectrum

Ultrasound sensors measure sound pressure
waves produced in air, liquids and solids.
These sound pressure waves are the result of
friction and impacting.

Are vibration and ultrasound competitors? No,
not really. (Who uses a vibration data collector
on valves, steam traps, hydraulic cylinders or
loose part tests?)

Are there problems that I can only find with
one or the other? Yes. Are there problems
that I can find with either? Also yes. Are they
complementary technologies? Absolutely yes.
As the technology continues to evolve, the ability to capture ultrasound signals and analyze
them will open up more and more applications
in rotating, linear and flow applications. I hope
to write Part 3 on this subject in the near future.
Tom Murphy is an Acoustics graduate from
Salford University and has 25 years experience in the world of industrial ultrasound
and vibration measurement – 15 of those
years have been involved with the use of
Operating Deflection Shape techniques in
the paper, printing, petrochemical, power
generation, pharmaceutical and food industries. Tom is the Managing Director of Adash
3TP Limited, based in Manchester, England,
a Company specializing in the application of
vibration, infrared and ultrasonic technologies to improve maintenance. More info can
be found at www.reliabilityteam.com and
Tom can be contacted at +044 161 788 9927
or at tom@adash3tp.co.uk
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Transitions
When to Move from Walk-Around to Online Systems for PdM
by Dennis Shreve

R

otating equipment in production facilities offers optimal performance and reliability when properly installed, maintained, and operated. Condition monitoring devices and systems are utilized to keep tabs
on the operational performance of key production equipment. All types of tools and technologies exist
today in the predictive maintenance field to allow monitoring and assessment of such equipment. In
many cases, a structured, portable, walk-around program will suffice. In other situations, where equipment is
hard to reach, inaccessible, or located in a dangerous or hazardous area, a permanent installation of sensors
and surveillance hardware is necessary. Key objectives for such a maintenance program are to minimize failures, reduce downtime, and to reduce costs.

Condition monitoring tools can improve production
uptime, efficiency, and profitability. Candidates for
monitoring include motors, pumps, compressors, fans,
gearboxes, bearings, and other critical machine elements. As components become worn, dirty, contaminated, loose, misaligned, unbalanced, and improperly
lubricated, machines may experience increased vibration levels and higher temperatures, thereby leading
to failures and production outages.
The tools for predictive maintenance and condition
monitoring must be chosen with consideration given
to a planned return on investment. Production personnel should classify machines as “critical”, “essential”,
or “balance of plant”, and then decide the right mix in
terms of required maintenance expertise and tools.
Careful review of needs and expectations can lead
a potential user of these tools down several paths.
Popular choices in this area of technology include
route-based portable instruments, online continuous
monitoring hardware, and predictive analysis software
systems. Online systems include options for wireless
or hard-wired connectivity. It is important to clearly
understand the pros and cons of each offering.
Recent advances in electronics technology have allowed online predictive maintenance systems to
be more affordable, reliable, flexible, and modular.
These systems have proven to be quite effective in
providing early warnings and pinpointing root causes
for machinery faults and failures. Online systems can
measure and record many process parameters, allowing the user to trend and trigger on alarms so that machine performance and health can be monitored along
with vibration-related faults. There has been a natural
tendency to integrate some of this data with traditional process instrumentation and control systems.
This article will focus on the recent transition to continuous surveillance systems, the economies of scale,
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and the distinct advantages relative to implementing a
traditional portable, walk-around program. While previous experiences with such systems in this industry
have brought out some areas for concern, these will be
addressed as well. A specific case history and success
story will be cited to show the advantages of increased
awareness and improved reliability with online surveillance.

The Transition to “Online” Systems
in PdM Practices
Predictive maintenance (PdM) programs have become
standard in many plants; and for most corporations,
the program is based on vibration analysis technology.
In most cases, a company’s predictive maintenance
system involves maintenance personnel using low-cost
portable equipment to record the vibration data on
rotating equipment, including electric motors, pumps,
fans and blowers, generators, turbines and other plant
machinery. This walk-around method is often timeconsuming and labor intensive, and also limits personnel in making measurements in hazardous areas - and
in other instances, measurements cannot be repeated.
An alternative to this approach is the on-line surveillance system. These continuous, computerized monitoring systems are designed for maintenance of critical and essential equipment, such as key production
equipment in continuous processes.
For decades, the portable data collector has served
as the cornerstone of many predictive maintenance
programs. Capable of gathering vast amounts of data
from many areas of the plant and storing it in a central
database. Data collectors have been a key tool in many
operations. Moreover, advances in integrating a data
collector’s information with a personal computer - allowing for the data to be displayed and analyzed - have
done much to propel the development of more fully
automated systems.
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With portable analyzers and data collectors,
companies of virtually any size can implement a predictive maintenance program.
However, manual data collection continues
to pose certain challenges. One concern is
that it can be a labor-intensive task involving highly skilled personnel. A second concern is that measurements taken with portable instruments may be inconsistent. For
example, maintenance personnel may place
a sensor on a different part of a machine
when periodically taking measurements; or
they may take readings inconsistently. On
top of this, a plant’s walk-around method
for collecting data sometimes exposes personnel to hazardous areas.
As an alternative, sensors and system hardware may be placed throughout the plant to
obtain continuous, unattended and on-line
monitoring of machinery - even equipment
located in hot, wet, hard-to-reach and hazardous spots. In this application, the position or the sensor never changes, ensuring
that measurements are consistent. Sensors
continuously read such parameters as vibration, pressure, flow, temperature, and
speed. Another important element of this
type of system is the surveillance system
hardware, the field-mounted data collectors/information processor, linked to a centralized computer over a local area network.
The central computer workstation serves as
the focal point for information storage, retrieval and analysis.

The Typical Online System
Architecture
On-line systems of today provide an extensive hardware and software platform, including data collection, event monitoring,
malfunction diagnostics, and on-line surveillance functions. While these capabilities
might sound possible only at an enormous
cost, an on-line system’s costs are minimized
by the physical distribution of hardware as
well as lower labor and wiring expenses.
The cost of an on-line surveillance system
varies from plant to plant, depending upon
the total number of points monitored and
the physical layout.
Open system architectures are the backbone of most on-line machinery condition
surveillance systems. Using standards in
communications hardware and protocol and
a central database, information on product
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quality and process performance can be tied
together and used for statistical analysis. By
connecting an on-line surveillance system
to an overall plant information network,
potential problem areas may be pinpointed
and diagnosed more quickly. And by using
a modular, flexible system hardware design,
personnel can easily add to the original system later without major equipment replacement or rebuilding.
At the lowest layer in the system, permanent transducers are installed with cables
connecting to a central junction box for access by plant personnel. Next, a multi-channel online module is added to provide multiplexed data acquisition and the first level
for checking for the effects of sensor fault
or failure. Finally, pc-based processor stations are added to select each sensor input
automatically and to collect and process the
desired data. At this level, the data may be
checked against user-defined and statistically-generated alarm levels, as well as signal threshold value, to determine machine
operating status conditions. The data collector/processor also provides another layer
of protection by adding a data recovery device to the system in the event of unforeseen system power loss. Once the data has
been processed, it is typically transmitted
to a centralized computer database via the
plant data highway. (Wireless technologies
can be employed at the various levels in the
system hierarchy to minimize typical wiring
costs.)
Since information needs vary among the different departments within a plant, predictive maintenance data must be organized so
it can be shared with as many departments
as necessary. Using an on-line system, acquired data can be presented in various
formats, including trend displays, alarm,
time to alarm, and action reports. Spectral
displays, graphic analysis tools, and machinery diagnostic reports are also available. In
many cases, reports are tailored to fit the
specific needs of key departments such as
maintenance, production, engineering, and
management. Using the system connectivity available with an on-line system, individual hardware and software modules can
interact with each other for the exchange
of information, data reduction, sorting, and
presentation.
The sensor interface module allows con-

nectivity to a variety of transducers, such
as accelerometers, velocity probes, proximity detectors, and DC inputs. Vibration
transducers are selected for the vibration
frequency characteristics of the machine being monitored. Generally speaking, velocity
probes are designed to detect low- to midrange vibration frequencies whereas accelerometers are designed to detect mid- to
high-range frequencies. Proximity probes
are typically used to detect absolute or
relative shaft position and serve as an RPM
(speed) reference. Other criteria for selecting the proper transducer include: machine
type, operating conditions, normal operating load and speeds, environmental factors,
etc. The sensor interface provides continuous on-board checks on the input signals to
detect either shorts or open-circuit conditions. Multiplexing and processing of the
input signals of the connected transducers
are performed at this level for presentation
to the next level of the system.
A second level of intelligence provides data
reduction, surveillance processing, and local area network connectivity for the overall
system. It also incorporates a mass storage
device for local, short-term data capture.
This prevents data from being lost due to
hardware failure at the upper level of the
system.
The top level of intelligence in the system
structure serves as a user-friendly, operator
interface “window to the process.” Integral HELP screens and interactive prompts
arc typically included to promote the ease
of system use and ready access to captured
data. Along with data presentation, a variety of functions are provided, including system configuration, system diagnostics, data
storage, data analysis, and expert system
software.

Online System Advantages
An on-line surveillance system offers significant enhancements and an alterative to conventional manual predictive maintenance
programs. The system reduces the staff
time required to collect pertinent data and
improves the ability to complete detailed
analysis of machinery condition. Permanently installed sensors provide valuable,
high-integrity data from machine locations
that are virtually impossible to access with
hand-held data collectors. The dedicated
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system approach also provides more frequency data sampling and faster diagnosis
of machinery problems.
Considering the costs of portable instruments and plant labor, a machinery condition surveillance system offers an alternative for obtaining pertinent machinery data
on a frequent basis. The resultant predictive maintenance program yields reduced
mechanical failure, improved maintenance

planning, and increased plant productivity.
Providing data acquisition, data storage,
data presentation, and data interpretation,
on-line surveillance systems help to ensure machinery health. With the “building
block” approach design of the system, overall system operation is easy to understand.
The upper levels of the system, at the operator interface and surveillance processor, direct the sensor interface to provide
information on a machine-mounted sen-

sor. Vibration data is then measured, analyzed, and retained for further action. Scan
times and data “freshness” are determined
by the system makeup, and the modularity
and flexibility of the system allow custom
configuration to meet the requirements of
the installation. With the intelligence and
decision making distributed down to the
individual sensor interface cards, hardware
failures can be tolerated at the local area
network and the upper levels of the system
architecture without affecting the monitoring and protection of production process
equipment.
Considering the economic pressures of today, having an on-line surveillance system
installed on critical and essential plant
equipment will be germane to the company’s ability to offer cost-effective, quality
products.

Ideal Applications and Arguments
for Online Systems
Recent surveys among potential users have
shown that ideal applications for such a
permanently-installed surveillance system
include the following:
• A machine that is considered as
“critical” to the operation.
• A machine in an area that is very hard
to access.
• A machine located in an area that is
considered unsafe or uncomfortable.
• A process that requires frequent data
collection and system assessment.
• A process that is event-driven or
conditional, and not continuous.
• A process that requires immediate
alarm notification.
• A process where there is a teaming of
operations and maintenance personnel.
Arguments have been presented in considering the pros and cons of a permanent
installation versus a portable program.
Table1 summarizes typical comments from
prospective users.

Practicality of Online Monitoring
for Surveillance

With over 800 years of combined experience in multiple industry
verticals and PdM technologies, you’ll find everything you need
when designing, developing and managing failure mode driven
maintenance strategies and condition monitoring programs.
Discover more at: www.alliedreliability.com

A primary consideration for an online monitoring system is to determine which machines warrant surveillance monitoring as
compared to what can be accomplished
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Pros for Online System

Cons for Online System

Frequent collection of vibration data

Can be imbedded in an OEM system

No “hands-on” assessment, observations

Repeatable measurements

Can be located in remote/hazardous locations

Vulnerable to input/output lines being severed

Less labor intensive in on-going program

Early problem warning via lights/relay outputs

Expense of dedicated sensors and wiring

Safety for making measurement

Only collects on machine condition/criteria

Requires some additional training

Comfort for collection and analysis

Quickly scans for overall alarm checks

Sometimes not easily accessible for check-out

Information tie-in to process variables

Nicely integrates process information for QA

Higher installation and startup costs

Can be easily integrated with process variables

Gives high visibility to the overall program

Sometimes requires NEMA-style enclosure

Ties in nicely with data from portable program

Teams up operations and maintenance folks

Table 1 – Pros and Cons of an Online Vibration System

with walk around (portable) or protection
monitoring systems. Figure 1 provides a
good representation of where surveillance
monitoring has traditionally fallen in a vibration measurement condition-monitoring
program.
As the graph in Figure 1 indicates, on-line
surveillance systems are most commonly
employed on assets that are costly to maintain and those that negatively impact production efficiency when out of service. Another key consideration is the anticipated
time from the first indication of a developing problem to the actual onset of failure.
For instance, if the asset is likely to fail in
days or weeks, then an on-line surveillance
system is the most cost effective approach.
Studies have shown that an on-line surveillance system is more cost effective than
walk-around (portable) systems when the
required data collection interval is shorter
than every four weeks. Note, however, that

a typical surveillance system uses polling
and input multiplexing; and it is not intended to take the place of a high-speed, quick
reacting protection system with shut-down
capability. Another excellent application
for on-line surveillance is areas that are
deemed dangerous or Inaccessible.
Surveillance systems have found widespread
use in dangerous and inaccessible locations
in a factory environment. Machinery that
had been left out of programs in the past
due to the expense of manual data acquisition in dangerous and inaccessible locations
is now being added to these types of systems. This is primarily due to the attractiveness of the installed cost per point and the
ease of installation of surveillance systems.

In the past, the prime reason for selecting the location for a surveillance unit was
based on the cost per point of the system
and the desire to utilize as many of the available channels as
possible. When
you are considering locations
and the number of units, it
is
important
to factor in all
costs.
Oftentimes, a single
centralized unit
is more costly
than two localized units because the cost
of running the
signal wires can
be higher than
adding a second
location. It is
also important
to check with
Figure 1 - Cost versus Scan Rate
the Information

www.uptimemagazine.com

Technology (IT) or Information Services (IS)
department on the availability of network
drops in the areas where units are planned
to be installed.

IT/IS Involvement
Getting your IT/IS department involved during the early planning stage is very important. These folks are usually the owners of
the site network and they will have a vested
interest in the project. Typically, they will
have questions pertaining to how much traffic will be produced, at what speed it will be
running at, and what protocols will be used.
They will also hold the key to your local area
network (LAN), its configuration and limitations. They will be the ones who can help
with the connection to the network, and
they should be able to answer specific local
questions. The IT/IS department will need
to help determine if a simple hub is all that
is required, if there is an available router, or
if it will be necessary for you to create your
own LAN for the online system or if an Ethernet switch or bridge will be required. They
will also be the ones to provide the static
network addresses which are required, such
as IP addresses and Subnet Masks. Having
the IT/IS department involved up front will
better allow you budget the job, be better
prepared when the time comes to install the
system, promote teamwork involvement,
and help to create a smooth running system
from the very beginning.

System Input Configuration
Getting the right information from the process is another important consideration. In
mounting permanent sensors for the online system, there are some key points to
note. First of all, you must consider how
many sensors to use at each location. Three
sensors per bearing (one per axis) would be
optimal. However, physical restrictions or
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REPORTING WITH A SPREADSHEET,
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DATA IN A SINGLE BOUND.”
If you are not getting the full potential from your SAP Plant Maintenance implementation,
SAPCenter.com Solution Partners for Effective Plant Maintenance can help.

www.mrgsolutions.com
203-264-0500
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Figure 2 - Setup Screen

budgetary limitation sometimes do not allow for this. If you are faced with this issue,
here are some key points to address:
• Data should be taken at each bearing,
• If limited to only one radial position
per bearing, look at previous data if
available or the design of the machine
for the direction most likely to give
you the first warning of a problem,
• Consider at least one axial sensor per
solid shaft to look for problems only
identified from energy in that
direction.
When permanently mounting sensors, you
should mechanically attach them to ensure
that they are solid at the point where you
want them. (Remember that you are looking for a good transmission path for very
small “tell-tale” signals indicating incipient
failure.) If physical changes are not allowed,
such as drilling and taping, an alternative is
to use epoxy and glue the sensors in place.
The next consideration is to get the proper
wiring for a clean, reliable signal from the
sensor to the electronics module. Most new
vibration sensors utilize twisted shielded
pair cabling to minimize Electro-Magnetic
Interference (EMI). The twisted pair is used
to carry the signal and are connected from
the transducer directly to the input terminal.
The shield must only be attached at one end
to keep from creating a ground loop, thus
allowing it to perform its function of protecting the signal. Other vibration sensors,
as well as some process parameter sensors,
may only have coaxial cable, which should
be wired directly to the input. If you have
chosen a central location for your online
module to utilize it for several machines,
you may want to consider remote junction
boxes and multi-pair cable to help minimize
www.uptimemagazine.com

cost.
Once the transducers have been
Figure 3 - Polling and Criteria
mounted, the online
ment is running (say above 1700 RPM). This
unit(s) have been
located, and wiring has been pulled, it is is shown in Figure 3.
time to set up the database - complete with
measurement types, channel input assign- Spectral, time waveform, and demodulation
ments, the polling intervals, the conditions (rolling element bearing defect detection)
and criteria for collecting data, the reading measurements can be taken on the vibration
transducers. Tachometer inputs can be used
of tachometers and the
controlling of output
relays.
A typical setup screen
appears as shown in
Figure 2. Note that
measurements have
been set up with assigned channels to a
specific online unit,
along with tachometer inputs and LED
sets for showing status relative to preset
specified alarm limits.

Database
Process

Begin the Road to Continuou

ENGAGE YOUR ENTIRE ORGANIZATION
IN DEFECT ELIMINATION

Polling

Next, the interval
needs to be specified
for the polling and
any criteria that are
necessary for measurement.
In this
case, we are satisfied
to gather 3 measurements daily (6am,
2pm, and 10pm) provided that the equip-
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Figure 4 - Relay mapping

to provide speed and relative phase data.
DC inputs may also be included to provide
key process parameters including pressure, flow, temperature, humidity, line
speed, etc.
Next, we need to set up the relays for notifying the operator of alarm threshold in
danger, which is shown in Figure 4.
Now that these key pieces have been
addressed, we need to set up an online
manager to perform the “house-keeping”
chores for the data collection and placement into the database. This is a fairly
simple piece of software that requires

very little setup.

Database Management
As automatic periodic
data collection can lead
to large database files,
online manager systems
usually have a thinning
process built into them,
as shown in Figure 5.
For example, in a system with frequent data
acquisition – say once

Time for a smarter alignment decision

Figure 5 - Database Thinning

every 5 minutes, we would retain the recordings every hour for all readings older than
one week.

Case History Example
With the periodic data collection now all set
up and underway, it is often a good idea to
go into the software to see if all is set up
properly and to do an occasional “Record
Now”.

Smarter technology makes the GO difference
These times call for making smart decisions. When
it comes to making a decision about a laser shaft
alignment system, it’s important to look for the tool
that applies new technologies to ensure greater
accuracy and ease of use, while at the same time
delivering the best possible value.

° CCD detectors suppress ambient light and reject
side spots that might interfere with the accuracy
of the measurement values.
° Line lasers (versus point lasers) make acquisition
by the detectors quick and easy with minimal
adjustments.

GO Technology
° Pre-mounted ﬁxtures speed up setup and takedown.
° Dual laser design offers multiple measurement
methods.
° Extra large 30 mm detectors minimize the need
for rough alignment.
° Red/yellow/green LED indicators tell you when
the alignment moves into tolerance.

GO Value
The GO’s easy-to-learn, easy-to-remember
icon-based user interface means maintenance
technicians can focus on the alignment, not on
the alignment tool. And the affordable price tag
will deliver a fast payback on your investment,
making the GO a smart
alignment decision.

www.vibralign.com
800-379-2250

In this instance, we will be taking a velocity spectrum on the Fan End bearing on
FAN01.
At this point, the automatic data collection
process is ready to begin. As data are collected over a 24-hour period, we already
start to see alarm conditions occurring, as
color-coded labeling shows in the database.
See Figure 7.
From this view, we can quickly see that a
problem may be present on the Pulley End
bearing on FAN02. The velocity reading is
quite high at the motor running speed at
1792 RPM. As we also know the bearing at
this point is an SKF22218CCK, we can produce a Demodulation chart that shows an
inner race defect frequency. See Figure 8.

©2009 Vibralign, Inc.
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ing system to the process automation system
for display and integration.

Conclusions
With recent advances in technology, online
surveillance systems have become very cost
effective in relation to the already well-established portable (walk-around) programs.
These new systems incorporate multiple input
channels and are often viewed as a “data collector on the wall”. They have proven themselves to offer reliable, repeatable data for
trending and providing an early warning for
pinpointing potential failures and catastrophic outages on “critical” rotating equipment
for production facilities. More points, more
frequent data, and reporting software (virtually at the touch of a button) lead to improved
maintenance, less downtime, and higher production efficiency.
Figure 7 - Database Overview with Color Coding on Alarm Conditions

Configuring and managing an online surveillance system is no longer viewed as complex
and costly. Such a system is no longer earmarked as a tool to be reserved for only the
most advanced vibration analyst. The tasks
have been simplified considerably and are set
up with interactive prompting and navigation,
and they typically include self-checking menu
structures.
Once a system is configured and powered on,
it doesn’t take much time to see results and
get payback on the investment.

Figure 8 - Demodulation Showing Possible Inner Race Defect on Bearing

Alarming Methods
Another feature that is typically included in
online surveillance is automatic alarm monitoring and notification software. Along with
local notification, software can be configured
to send alarm messages via e-mail addresses
and text messages.
Another consideration for installing an online
surveillance system for vibration and other
related process variables is how it might pass
its information to an existing supervisory

www.uptimemagazine.com

control and data acquisition (SCADA) system
for process variables integration and correlation. OPC is open connectivity in industrial
automation and enterprise systems that support industry. Interoperability is assured
through the creation and maintenance of
open standards specifications. Most online
systems conform to OPC, and the vibration
database is simply published as “OPC”, which
is then tied to the proper database.
Overall values of vibration and alarms are
typically passed from the vibration monitor-
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degrees from The Ohio State University,
with specialization in high-speed data communications. He has 40 years of experience
in designing and developing electronics
and software systems and leading projects
for real-time industrial process monitoring
and control applications. Over the past 21
years, he has specialized in predictive maintenance (PdM) technologies and vibration
detection, analysis, and correction methods
for maintaining machinery health. Dennis is
certified by Technical Associates as a Level
III Vibration Analyst, and he is a Certified
Maintenance and Reliability Professional. He
is an active member of several professional
societies, including Vibration Institute, SMRP,
ISA, and I.E.E.E., where he has written several articles and conducted public seminars.
Dennis is currently employed with Commtest
Inc. as Channel Support Engineer for the
Channel Partner Sales organization. He can
be reached at dshreve@commtest.com or
865-862-6671.
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Spotlighting Editor’s picks of hot products & services in the industry.

When we think of maintenance, we usually think of the machinery running within the plants, but
the facilities themselves may just be an afterthought. Well, facilities are expensive to operate, so
optimizing the building envelope and its systems is important to the bottom line of any company.

Get Smart with BOMI
BOMI works with industry experts who are committed to giving back to an industry that has
served them well. With their help, and the application of sound instructional design principles,
BOMI delivers high quality education that benefits
their students for years to come. The combination of the SMT, SMA, FMA, and RPA designations
is unique in that they touch on all aspects of the
built environment. With these BOMI designations,
students can follow a career path from the boiler
room to the board room.
We caught up with the Designation Manager for
BOMI, Michael Coleman, who has been with BOMI
for 11 years. Michael works to ensure that BOMI’s
designations and other programs are meeting the
needs of the built environment, and that individuals and companies receive maximum benefit from
BOMI’s offerings. Here is what Michael told us...

Completion of BOMI educational courses can lead to increases in job
effectiveness, job security and salary. Companies will benefit from
more competent employees which can lower operational costs for
their facilities.

First, why don’t you briefly explain BOMI International is and what
it does?
We are the independent institute for property and facility management education. As the trusted property and facilities educational resource of choice for today’s top corporations, government
agencies, property management firms, unions, and trade associations, BOMI works across industry sectors to improve the skills of
property and facility management professionals. More than 20,000
professionals hold one—or more—BOMI designations and over
80,000 students have turned to BOMI for premier education and
training.
Running facilities more efficiently can certainly enhance a company’s bottom line. Please explain the benefits of your facility certification and designation programs, to both individuals and companies.
60

BOMI courses combine well-established best practices with cutting-edge knowledge that will increase your earning potential as
you build your current career or branch out into exciting new areas
of commercial building and facilities operations and management.
According to a recent survey of BOMI graduates, 27 percent received a salary increase or promotion, and 94 percent experienced
added job security and responsibility, which means employers also
benefit from the value a designation adds to professionals.
For businesses, an organization is only as successful as its individual team members. The challenge is to give your team the
tools they need to advance. BOMI’s educational programs enable
workers to perform at their best, which means facilities run more
efficiently and operating costs are reduced. Some other benefits
include improved staff retention, lower recruitment costs, and better communication, teamwork, and decision making. A BOMI-edu-
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upgrade
cated staff ensures that an organization will
consistently meet high standards of service
delivery.
The Facilities Management Administrator,
Systems Maintenance Administrator, Systems Maintenance Technician all sound
particularly interesting and useful to folks
in the Maintenance and Reliability industry.
Would you mind explaining a little more
about each of those programs.
BOMI’s FMA® designation program enhances your career by
making you a more effective,
knowledgeable
facilities
professional, thus positioning you as a key strategic
professional within your
organization.
This program teaches you to manage
facilities in a way that best
supports staff and fits into
the organization’s overall objectives. You’ll develop valuable
skills in strategic planning, project
management, corporate finance, capital investment, and physical asset management.
You’ll also learn about new facilities technologies, environmental health and worker
safety, and other timely issues. For an organization to incorporate facilities decisions
into strategic plans, the Facilities Manager
needs to be able to communicate to the Csuite, and the FMA designation helps build
the skills necessary to do exactly that.
The SMT® and SMA® designation programs help students increase the operating
effectiveness of their buildings. Designed
to meet the needs of hands-on technicians
and building engineers, the SMT and SMA
programs teach best practices, technologies, and trends in the maintenance field
that show you how to manage energy-efficient, environmentally sound, cost-effective
building systems. SMT and SMA courses
detail specific operating systems, while the
SMA program includes additional courses
covering environmental issues, administration, and building design and maintenance.
Through these programs you’ll gain careerbuilding skills and knowledge, as well as
recognition as an integral part of your facilities team.

www.uptimemagazine.com

What kind of time requirement do the certification and designation programs require?
Most of BOMI’s courses require the same
time commitment as
a standard college
course. In fact, all of
our full-length courses
qualify for college credit through the American
Council on Education.
Completing a designation can be done in
about 2½ years by a
professional working full time.
For those

w h o
would like to demonstrate progress along
the way, we also offer certificate programs
that require completion of three BOMI
courses. Within one year, students are able
to earn a certificate in systems maintenance,
facilities management, property administration, or financial proficiency. For a short
time, BOMI is offering the third course in
our Building Systems Maintenance Certificate program for free when you commit to
completing the certificate.
What are the three top reasons a company
should consider the educational offerings of
BOMI International?
3. Increased professionalism among staff,
including best practices applied consistently throughout your facilities.
2. A reduced environmental impact
through the reduction of energy and
materials usage and prolonged life
expectancy of equipment that results
in efficient standards of operation and
maintenance.
1. An improved bottom line from the cost
savings that result from implementing
the best practices taught in BOMI’s
courses.

Would you give us a success story or two
from companies or individuals that have
gone through your programs.
We receive a great deal of positive feedback from satisfied students and corporate
customers. Here are a few comments that
we’ve received from a few of our students:
“I have more confidence in myself to do my
job effectively and efficiently. I have gained
more responsibility in my job and coworke r s
look to me to help them
in
their job. Now they want
to earn their own designation.” Gerald Bergren,
Facilities Operations Specialist, Compassion International
“I wanted to complete all of the
BOMI International’s designations
because they provide high quality
educational course material, which are
given college ratings, and because the designations are internationally recognized.
The designations provide a professional
identity that is needed in today’s market.”
Ed Paras, RPA®, FMA®, SMA®, Manager
School Facilities, Parkland School Division
#70
“We chose the BOMI International Facility
Manager Administration® designation as a
recognized Marriott Certification Program
for our Directors of Engineering. The FMA®
program both reinforces the skills they have
gained in the field and prepares them for
new challenges in managing our complex
buildings and systems.” Claire Kevill, Engineering Program Manager, Marriott International
How can interested people get more information about the programs offered through
BOMI International?
If someone has specific questions, or if
they’d like to order our course catalog, they
can call 800-235-2664, or send an e-mail
to service@bomi.org. Our website, www.
bomi.org is also a great resource where you
can download our catalog and find answers
to most of your questions.
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Team Up with ALL-TEST Pro &
Solutions 2.0 for SOLVING your
Motor System Troubles!

Even though you might not be able to foresee a machinery problem,
you can turn to Timken to uncover it. Our reliability solutions are
designed with a simple purpose: to help your business reduce
downtime and unplanned maintenance costs. From handheld

November 17-19, 2009

instruments to remote monitoring services to premium consulting
and route-based services, turn to Timken to get ahead of a
problem — before it becomes one.

To ﬁnd out more about our reliability solutions, visit
www.timken.com/conditionmonitoring, or e-mail trs@timken.com.

Timken ® is the registered trademark of
The Timken Company (NYSE: TKR).
© 2008 The Timken Company
www.timken.com

Join Us in the ALL-TEST Pro Motor Testing Learning Lab

Whether you are just starting to evaluate the benefits of electrical motor
system testing or you are an experienced user of ATP equipment, our Learning Lab is the place to be. Instruments and software are setup for hands-on
demonstrations.

Join Us at this important ½ Day Workshop:
Electrical Signature Analysis and Machinery Vibration Analysis
by William Kruger, ALL-TEST Pro, LLC
Comparison of two dynamic PdM technologies, Electrical Signature Analysis
and Machinery Vibration Analysis and where these two technologies best fit
into a Plant’s Electrical and Mechanical Reliability Program. Case studies will
be presented from field data identifying faults using both technologies on
various faults.

Join Us for these short subject workshops:
• 45 minute Workshop: Evaluating Motor Drives using
Electrical Signature Analysis (ESA)
• 45 minute Workshop: Rolling Element Bearing Failure Analysis
using Electrical Signature Analysis and Vibration Analysis
• 30 minute Workshop: Electrical Motor Energy Consumption
Documentation Made Easy
See us anytime at www.alltestpro.com
© 2009 ALL-TEST Pro, LLC All Rights Reserved
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The award-winning SheaveMaster now features a
Green Line Laser for optimum visibility under extremely bright sunlight conditions. The waterproof
Greenline mounts magnetically to the face of a pulley. A permanently calibrated green laser
beam fans out striking 3 magnetic targets on the opposite pulley and measures
angular, offset and twist misalignment of
the drive. It can be used equally well on chain
driven sprockets. Traditional methods are cumbersome
and
require two people. One person does it easily and more precisely
with the battery powered SheaveMaster! Better alignment reduces belt wear, noise,
vibration and downtime. http://www.ludeca.com/prod_greenline.php

LUDECA, INC.
ALIGNMENT * VIBRATION * BALANCING

305-591-8935
info@ludeca.com
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Pulley Alignment Goes Green!
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This comprehensive and very user-friendly resource introduces the
fundamentals of maintenance and allows the outsider to understand
the jargon. This revision of a classic has been thoroughly updated
to include advances in technology and is sure to be found useful by
maintenance professionals everywhere.
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Written by a professional with numerous years of shop floor and
management experience in a variety of industries, this practical
resource will help seasoned professionals and novices understand
the basic principles of maintenance and reliability.
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The fifth volume in the series highlights the need for increased
skills proficiency in maintenance and reliability organizations. It
begins with a discussion of the skills shortage, then progresses into
how to develop cost-effective and efficient skills training programs.
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Time for a smarter alignment decision

Smarter technology makes the GO difference
www.vibralign.com
800-379-2250
©2009 Vibralign, Inc.

Walgreens is the nation's largest drugstore chain in sales and
technology use. The company's strategy is to be the most
convenient healthcare provider in the U.S. Sales for fiscal
2008 reached $59 billion, from more than 6,500 stores
located in 49 states and Puerto Rico. With 500 store openings
this year, Walgreens plans to have 7,000 stores by 2010.
Walgreens Distribution Centers has developed a reputation for
finding the newest, most efficient and innovative ways to move
merchandise, and we are currently seeking dynamic, qualified
MAINTENANCE MANAGERS and MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIANS for 19 locations in our state-of-the-art
Distribution Centers across the country.
For more information, visit: www.walgreens.jobs, and click
on the "Distribution Centers" link.
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Uptime + Reliabilityweb.com = Reliability Solutions
New! Uptime® Magazine has teamed with Reliabilityweb.com
to make it even easier to find the products, software,
training and services you want.
Simply visit

www.reliabilityweb.com
and click the “Directory” link for the main menu. There you will find a list of solutions providers that can be
easily searched alphabetically or according to technology. Here you will find more info about the great
strategies, techniques and technologies featured in each issue of Uptime Magazine.

It’s the easiest way to find what exactly you need.
Try It Today!
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Feeling
stretched?
There’s a better way.
Des-Case contamination control products help
keep your machines up and running – and help
you stretch your oil and maintenance dollars
without stretching you.
We’ve spent over 25 years engineering frontline solutions to combat contamination. Our
products are designed to be flexible, durable
and reliable … combining reliability best
practices with easy customization and quick
delivery for nearly every application.

(615) 672-8800
done@descase.com
www.descase.com

Keeping contamination under control.®

Decrease costs
Monitor more
Make inspections safer

Read 10 Things You
Need to Know About
Infrared Windows
Implement 70E
work practices
Increase uptime

IRISS
Industrial Grade
Infrared Windows
I was asked to do more, with less
budget dollars. My solution is one
that will allow us to monitor more
equipment, even equipment we could
never inspect previously. The
inspections will be safer, make
NFPA70E compliance easier, and do
it all while driving efficiencies into
programs and reducing costs to the
point where the IRISS Infrared
Inspection Windows pay for themselves almost instantly. I am actually
saving budget dollars while
monitoring more equipment, more
efficiently, and more accurately
than ever before!
In short, doing more with less.
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Call IRISS
+1 941-907-9128
US 877-404-7477

www.iriss.com
Visit our website to get your copy of the “10 Things You Need to
Know About Infrared Windows” www.iriss.com/10Things-IRwindows

See What You’ve Been Missing!
©2009 IRISS Inc. All rights reserved.

